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DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues 
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise, 
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note 
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.

()   Unused  without  gum or regum when stated  o.g.      o.g., n.h.  S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  P  Plate Block   Block       Cover     Literature   $  Coins or Currency

P  Proof    E  Essay    SP   Specimen  hr.  Hinge remnant    sp.  Short Perf  
SE  Straight edge    B/S  Backstamp    M/S  Matched set   pmog  pencil mark on gum  w/  With    w/o  Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids   Increase  Bids   Increase
up to $50.00  $2.00  $500.00 to   $1500.00 $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00  $5.00  $1500.00 to   $3000.00 $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00  $10.00  $3000.00 to $5000.00 $250.00
$300.00 to $500.00  $25.00  $5000.00 and above $500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 
60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747

Welcome to the First Session of the 459th Public Auction
     
Welcome to the second auction of 2024 containing nearly 1,100 lots.  We have become very familiar with rural Illinois due to frequent 
trips to the central and southern part of the state.  These trips have produced one of the bulkiest sales we have had in quite some time.  So 
if mixed box lots are your interest, you will have plenty of opportunities.  In addition to the mixed box lots, there are a range of country 
dedicated collection lots which are highlighted by the United States and Possessions, PRC, along with various Latin America countries.  
The United States singles are notable for probably the most items offered with graded certificates.  The foreign singles encompass nice 
PRC and Italy. Be patient if the shipping process is still a little slower than in the past as we are continuing to fine tune the new process. 
What we have discovered is that it is less expensive to send the smaller packages USPS priority flat rate.  Additionally, by using a private 
logistics company the cost of the larger, freight type ships are almost cut in half.  Thus, this is the way to go for shipments of 15 or more 
boxes.  When possible, if bidding on large volume lots let us know if the freight method works for you.  We thank you for your continued 
support.  We do appreciate our customers and any suggestions you may have.  
  

Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, email and phone until 5:00pm (CDT) on Friday, May 17th.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Live bidding takes place at 9:00am (CDT) on Saturday, May 18th for Session One and Sunday, 
May 19th for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website and updated until Friday, May 17th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows:
Saturday, May 11th from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.; Wednesday-Friday, May 15th-17th from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CDT) every day for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information on any lot, please contact our office no 
sooner than May 6th but no later than May 15th and we will be pleased to assist you. There are over 8,000 images on the 
website. Therefore requests for additional scans of any lots are respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery, 37 Chestnut Ave., Westmont, IL 60559

FIRST SESSION INDEX
Saturday May 18th, 2024 9:00 a.m. (CDT)

United States, Possessions and United Nations Collections/Accumulations.....................................................Lots 1-101
United States and General Foreign Collections/Accumulations...............................................................Lots 102-141
General Foreign Collections/Accumulations.....................................................................................................................Lots 142-224
Topicals Collections/Accumulations.......................................................................................................................................Lots 225-228
Areas Collections/Accumulations..........................................................................................................................................Lots 229-288
Country Collections/Accumulations..................................................................................................................................Lots 289-459
United States Covers..............................................................................................................................................................Lots 460-505
United States and General Foreign Covers......................................................................................................................Lots 506-519
General Foreign and Topical Covers............................................................................................................................................Lots 520-522
Areas and Country Covers..............................................................................................................................................................Lots 523-541
Postcards..........................................................................................................................................................................................Lots 542-555
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
2. All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue.  Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected 

by the buyer.  Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots 
together into a new lot.

3. All bids are handled competitively and confidentially.  Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest 
bid.  Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or 
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company.  Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the 
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.  
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence  that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute.  Any Buyer 
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect. 

4. Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. 
5. Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing custom-

ers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale 
Stamp Company.  Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their 
purchases.  Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a 
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently 
in arrears.  In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves 
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.

6.  If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be de-
clared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.

7. Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
8. All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments will be 

made by certified mail, registered mail or FedEx ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional $5.00 
per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for total 
value of $401 to $2,500), or FedEx services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs or 
brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.

9. A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date.  All attorneys fees, court 
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer.  All 
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing  in the courts of DuPage County, 
Illinois for  any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction.  The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all 
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state.  All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in 
the State of Illinois.  The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful. 

10. A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted. 
Illinois sales tax will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale on file with 
Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.

11. All lots are sold as genuine.  Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be 
subject to re-certification.  

12. The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization: 
a) The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
b) The lot must be submitted by the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company within 21 days of the date of 

sale;
c) If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to 

Rasdale Stamp Company;
d) Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
e) If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction 

date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period.  Since all lot sales are nor-
mally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider 
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots.  Absent timely notice and request 
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed 
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund 
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.

f) Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer.  However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to  con-
dition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i)  the cost of the certificate, which shall not to 
exceed $50.00;  (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission,  provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the 
same condition as when purchased.

g) No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
13. A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company 

within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions:  1) the lot contains 
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed”  in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by 
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All 
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under 
any circumstances.

14.  All collections are assumed to have some faults unless otherwise stated.
15. Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment.  Full payment is defined as cash or cash equiva-

lent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company.  Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to col-
lection and the like.  Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp 
Company.
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COLLECTIONS,  ACCUMULATIONS 
AND STOCKS

UNITED STATES

1 / Wonderful selection on counter book pages. Well popu-
lated early classics and a strong early Bureau section is 
followed by material continuing to the mid-1930s. Back 
of the book has better items and there is some Confederate 
States. Fantastic holding. Cat. 31800.00

2 / Well over two hundred 102 size sales cards that are 
mostly mint with some low, useful duplication, never 
offered for sale. All medium to better items. Set up for 
easy resale. Cat. 23200.00

3 / A few thousand mostly different mounted in an ancient 
Scott specialty album. The classics are well populated 
with a number one, a strong 1850’s issues, many grill 
items, pictorials and great selection of banknotes. Colum-
bian and Trans Miss to the fifty cent and strong bureaus. 
Well populated turning mint in the 1920s, with complete 
sets, Kansas/Nebraska and a White Plains sheet continuing 
to mid-1960s. Wonderful back of the book includes better 
postage dues, officials, newspapers, early revenues and an 
almost all mint duck selection to 1958. Ten Confederate 
stamps conclude this lot with half being cancelled. A well 
organized collection. S.B. 10000.00

4  Advanced collection of plate number strips, singles, 
and plate blocks mounted on ancient quadrille pages 
put together many decades ago. Regular issues start with 
1894-95 and continues to the offset printing of 1918-20. 
A few commemoratives starting with Trans-Mississippi 
come along. The specialist will appreciate the extensive 
notations. A lovely collection for the specialist.  
  S.B. 8000.00

5 / Attention United States collectors. Outstanding col-
lection from 1851 to 2020 in three cartons. Contains 
thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
in full partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, coils and 
booklets. Housed in ten American Heirloom albums and 
slipcases. Likewise enough face to count only adds to its 
appeal. This collection is definitely one to view. Check 
out the abundant scans. S.B. 7000.00

6  A freaks and errors lot of chiefly major missperfs. Most 
are from before 1940 including bureaus and Washington 
Franklin issues. Over a 125 cards with a retail of over 
23,000.00 retail and appears more than half of them are 
never hinged. A real opportunity for the EFO collector.  
  S.B. 6000.00

7 / Wonderful collection in four American Heirloom 
hingeless albums. A selection of classics beginning with 
#1 and #2 continuing to the pictorials. Used banknotes 
turning to mint followed by mint Columbians to two 
dollar, mint Pan-American and Trans-Mississippi from 
there, almost completely mint with much never hinged 
and a number of certifications. White Plains sheet Kan-
sas/Nebraska and air mail to #19 including all four Zepps. 
Stamps to mid-1980s and pages to mid-1990s with some 
optimistic placements. Some mixed condition on the 
earlies as to be expected. This collection deserves an 
extended viewing to be fully appreciated. S.B. 5000.00

8 / A massive clean collection of about forty mainly White 
Ace albums in six heavy cartons. Contains mostly mint 
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles basically in mounts. 
Includes regular issue plates, singles, coils, booklets, 
commemorative plate blocks, singles, airmail plate blocks 
and singles. Encompasses C13-C15 Zeppelins, #630 
souvenir sheet, Kansas-Nebraska sets, and C1-6.  Nicely 
put together. Approximately $6,000 face including many 
mint sheets in files. Please inspect and enjoy.  
  S.B. 5000.00

9 / Old time collection to the 1990s that has many better 
items including strong pictorials, banknotes, Trans-Miss, 
and bureaus. The back of the book begins with early air-
mails including a C18 never hinged, early special delivery, 
better revenues and desirable Ducks that are mostly mint. 
Booklet panes, postal cards, and cut squares complement 
the selection. This one deserves an extensive viewing as 
the images indicate. S.B. 4000.00

10 / Broad selection of back of the book items starting with 
airmails and continuing to the Ryukyus. Marked retail 
over $11,000 with better items included. Strong airmail 
selection as well as Ducks. Encompasses many areas.  
  S.B. 4000.00

11  About forty 102 size sales cards of all used. Never 
offered for sale. Most are from the 19th century with all 
medium to better items. Set up for easy resale.  
  Cat. 3600.00

12 / Comprehensive collection to the mid-1950s. Sparsely 
populated to about 1869 then more complete. The images 
give a good idea of what it. Condition is a little mixed.  
  S.B. 3500.00

13 / Wonderful ten volume mint collection in high end 
Lindner albums with hingeless pages and slipcases. 
The collection is rich in booklets and goes right into 
Forevers to 2016. Little nineteenth century but does have 
Washington/Franklins, 573, C18, airmails and some other 
better. The collector states the mint face to be $5000.00. 
The albums alone would easily cost over $1000.00 today. 
This is a great collection to build upon. S.B. 3500.00

14 / A very desirable holding of plate blocks beginning with 
230 and concluding with a Canal Zone 86. Some of the 
more notable ones are 266, 296, 367, 620, 375, 711, 715, 
740-749, 859-893, 1053, C7-9, C10, C12, C20-22, C24, 
K17, Q3, RW27, RW35, RW37, and RW38. Over one 
hundred ten pages. S.B. 3000.00

15 / A lovely group in dealer table books that is strong in the 
earlies and Ducks. Nice Washington Franklin selection 
and two-cent red plate blocks. Better items throughout 
with much never hinged. This lot deserves an extended 
viewing so make extra time for it. S.B. 3000.00
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16 // Creative Compilation. Ten-volume exploration of U.S. 
philately, 1851-1959, with selective representation of 
BOB to 2000. Includes coverage in varying degrees, of 
general postage issues, Air Post stamps, Special Delivery 
stamps, Special Handling stamps, Parcel Post stamps, 
Christmas Seals, Revenues, and more. We noticed an out-
of-the-ordinary blend of mint and used singles and sets, 
plate blocks, blocks of four, FDCs, commercial covers, 
personal correspondence, charity labels, freaks and oddi-
ties, and non-philatelic items. Mainly F-VF; mint stamps 
are hinged or NH. Features an enticing mix of common, 
intermediate-level, and premium items. All material was 
selected with care, identified, artistically arranged on 
homemade pages in protective sleeves and on expensive 
Vario-type pages and housed in three-ring binders. Huge 
overall retail value. A pleasing attempt to chronicle the 
history of stamps and their use in the United States in the 
nineteenth century and first half of the twentieth century. 
Ready for continuation by a lucky new owner with sophis-
tication and flair. Spend some time viewing the photos.  
  S.B. 3000.00

17 / Great accumulation of over 1500 officials with Execu-
tive, Justice and State Department included. Soft paper 
issues and over 120 specimens round out this group. 
Good to check for shades and cancels. Back of the book 
collectors will want to view this selection. S.B. 3000.00

18 / A wonderful collection on Scott National pages with 
better items. High catalog value of about $27,500 is 
supported by #1, 10, C-18, strong banknote selection, 
Kansas/Nebraska, White Plains sheet and $1 Columbian. 
Some optimistic placements on the earlies, however, a 
desirable selection. Extended viewing suggested.  
  S.B. 3000.00

19 / Return of the ever-popular floor sweepings!  Six car-
tons of United States material as purchased from various 
owners.  Collections ranging from juvenile paperback 
albums to serious endeavors with much meat left on the 
bones.  Tons of low and medium denomination postage 
throughout, including some sheets.  A pizza type box and 
two other small cartons with interesting and valuable 
contents.  A few covers, a decent Ryukyus collection and 
much, much more await the viewer.  We took 80 photos 
which are only the tip of the proverbial iceberg.  A fun 
and valuable lot. S.B. 2700.00

20 / Beautiful collection in a Lindner album that is well 
populated beginning in 1861. Strong in most areas, includ-
ing pictorials, banknotes, bureaus, Washington/Franklins, 
Kansas/Nebraska and more continuing to 1936 issues. 
Columbians go to fifty cent, and many other commemora-
tive sets are complete. Highly delightful collection.  
  S.B. 2500.00

21 / As received, a last-minute arrival housed in three 
cartons. Includes a multivolume plate block collection 
with lots of postage along with a few better, a couple 
other collections of singles, one of which, is not half bad. 
There’s also quite a bit of uncounted postage scattered 
throughout, miscellaneous stock books, glassines, small 
boxes, and various pages with thousands of stamps worth 
sorting through. Lastly there is a wee bit of worldwide 
stamps and coins. S.B. 2500.00

22 / Three dealer counter books, one classic’s, one early 
twentieth century, and one back of the book containing 
all better items. This one you will enjoy slowly paging 
through to appreciate the selection. S.B. 2500.00

23 / United States selection from the late 19th Century to 
the 1980s in three cartons.  Thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in collections, albums, binders, stock, 
and album pages. Spotted an album with a Scott #630 
souvenir sheet, a National album with plate blocks C8, 
C9, C11, Famous Americans, etc. and a Minkus album 
with decent commemoratives. A core value of note is a 
two-volume Liberty album having mixed mint and used 
#7, 9, 13, 37, 68, 69, 72, 78, 112-17, many banknotes to 
90 cents, 212-18, 230-240, 285-90, 294-9, 311-12, many 
Franklins, plus 397-403, 581-91, C18, and Q1-12. Also 
includes AMG/Trieste, Rattlesnake Island, and roughly 
$250 face modern face ducks and some F postage to 
sweeten this lot. S.B. 2500.00

24 / A lovely group put up on 102 size sales cards but never 
offered for sale. About 170 cards with eighty-five at $40 or 
more. Better material throughout. Set up for easy resale. 
  S.B. 2100.00

25 / Duck stamp selection in a medium box. Consists of over 
140 mint singles and plate number singles having benefi-
cial duplication from RW1/RW52 identified in glassines. 
Likewise involves around twenty-five mint plate blocks 
from RW40/RW48 having duplicates too. Also, includes 
some miscellaneous related duck items. Scans tell the 
story what you will receive. S.B. 2000.00

26  Stockbook containing early U.S. to 1925 with better 
selections throughout. Marked retail is over $5,700 and 
images are of all items. The centering and intense color 
of many items makes this an attractive selection.  
  S.B. 1800.00

27 // At the Crossroads. Sixteen-binder accumulation of 
modern and contemporary U.S. mint and used stamps, 
plus covers, 1960-2020. F-VF, with most mint stamps 
NH. Roughly organized by year. We noticed singles, sets, 
blocks of four, plate blocks, sheetlets, etc., as well as FDCs 
and postal stationery from various years and a smattering 
of ephemera. Features loads of collector topical favorites 
and has a huge total face value. Contains several items 
on dealer “buy” lists. Ready for a collector in search of 
recent stamps or a dealer who wants to prepare postage 
lots. Photos provide additional information.  
  S.B. 1800.00

28 / Collection of several hundred cut squares, mostly dif-
ferent, with better throughout mounted on ancient Scott 
pages. Interesting postmarks and many premium cancel-
lations. A wonderful addition to your back of the book 
collection. S.B. 1600.00

29 / A blended group of nineteenth century and early to 
mid-twentieth century with useful items. Blocks and 
partial sheets, plate blocks, coils and the back of the book 
including ducks. You will enjoy hunting through this ma-
terial and be pleased by the treasures you find here and 
there. Give yourself time to fully appreciate this group.  
  S.B. 1600.00
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30  Quack, Quack. One-volume collection of mint United 
States federal and state duck stamps, 1934 to early 
2000s. Carefully and expertly mounted onto Scott special-
ty pages and housed in a like-new binder. High degree of 
completeness for the time period. Most stamps are F-VF, 
but some material is in mixed condition, with occasional 
missing gum or gum disturbances and minor wear and 
tear. Hundreds of stamps for your consideration. 
  S.B. 1500.00

31  Specialist, attention! If you collect the three-cent stamp 
of 1861 #65, (A25) and other issues: #88 and #94, there are 
over 2,700 that you can sort through. Wonderful selections 
of shades, paper varieties, cancels and postmarks. Cancels 
include star, targets, wedges, ‘Paid’ and more. Hours of 
enjoyment here, so take a look at these. S.B. 1300.00

32 / About one hundred retired APS sales books contain-
ing U.S. stamps. From classics to back of the book with 
owners estimate of over $10,000. Spot checking finds 
better items and many early stamps. Condition varies as 
expected. S.B. 1300.00

33 / Small leftover group of all different from a high quality 
consignment. All mint NH except for the plate block.  
  Cat. 1208.00

34 / “Duck Stamp Prints with Biographies of the Artist” by 
Jean Pride Stearns with pages to 2012 and duck stamps to 
2008. A wonderful tool to learn about these stamps and 
the artists. The preface includes printing descriptions and 
artistic terms. Facing pages have the biographies of each 
artist and opposite, mounted stamp plus copy of original 
print. This in depth study is also a quality printing as it is 
910/1500. Also, included is a binder of additional duck 
stamps both mint and used plus Wisconsin Waterfowl 
Stamps beginning in 1985 to 2013 with duplication and 
a few years missing. Serious collectors take note. This is 
a top shelf collection. S.B. 1200.00

35 / Solid collection with classics gaining momentum in the 
banknotes. Columbians to the thirty cent with some mint. 
Mint stamps begin to take precedents in the Washington 
Franklin series. Includes White Plains sheet, Kansas/Ne-
braskas, Prexies, Parks, Famous Americans, etc. The back 
of the book includes officials. Some mixed condition on 
earlies. S.B. 1150.00

36 / Carton full of collection remains with better here and 
there. Also, a bit of postage included. Well worth your 
time to view this lot. S.B. 1100.00

37 / A wonderful selection in a Scott album with a group of 
nineteenth century gaining strength in the banknote era. 
Bureaus and Washington Franklins are well populated 
with early attractive commemoratives. White Plains sheet, 
most Kansas/Nebraskas, all Prexies and a good group of 
early airmail stamps. S.B. 1050.00

38 / Duck stamps starting with RW1 and continuing (albeit 
not complete) to 2022.  Early issues through the $3 issues 
are almost all mint (RW10 used) and catalog as hinged 
$3265.  From the $5 issues forward, there is $1040 in face 
value plus $80 face (2002-2017) in Junior Ducks.  The 
75th anniversary souvenir sheet and some Wildlife Service 
“Certificates of Appreciation” complete the collection.  
  S.B. 1000.00

39 / Washington Franklin collection that is mostly mint. 
Coils, coil pairs and line pairs highlight this group with 
occasional never hinged items spotted. Extra time will be 
required for your evaluation of this material.  
  S.B. 1000.00

40 / From the Red Bird Estate. Nine boxes of albums, 
stockbooks, glassines, envelopes, and binders with five 
of the binders having Washington/Franklin plate number 
singles. About a dozen express mail envelopes filled with 
sheets of low value postage. There is early material, souve-
nir sheets, and a large amount of postage. S.B. 1000.00

41 / United States collection from 1901 to 2011 in three Scott 
National albums in one carton. Used runs from 1901 to 
about 1930 then mint to the end. Highlights include mint 
Scott #630, C1-6, C13-15, C18, Kansas-Nebraska and 
Prexies. Shocking amount of post-1980s face in high 
values and mint sheets to count. A delightful collection. 
  S.B. 1000.00

42 / United States collection from 1849 to the 1980s in three 
Lindner hingeless albums and slipcases in one carton. 
Thousands of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, 
singles, and souvenir sheets.  Volume One has the most 
meat including mint Scott # 630, C13-15 (hinged) and 
used #1, 33, 71, 72, 218, 241, 278, and 292. Collection 
appears to go to the 1980s. Coming along for the ride are 
two extra Lindner virtually empty albums. S.B. 1000.00

43 / Mostly mint balance of a couple hundred on sales 
cards with minimal duplication. Contains a bit of mostly 
U.S. areas in better than usual condition including pos-
sessions, revenues, Farley position pieces, errors, BOB, 
etc.  Owner’s somewhat optimistic prices total $6880, but 
most should bring a profitable percentage of the marked 
price. S.B. 900.00

44 / From the Red Bird Estate. Nine boxes which includes 
numerous albums with better material here and there and 
a significant amount of postage. Scott Plate Block album, 
and other albums that have little nineteenth century and 
much in the twentieth. Also, a revenue selection that is 
an excellent beginning for the collector. S.B. 850.00

45 / Back of the book collection on clean Scott specialty 
pages with many mint items. Strong in officials and ducks 
( to the late 1970’s). Deserves an extended viewing to 
appreciate the other areas. S.B. 800.00

46  Cancel collection of over 1,200 stamps. Includes Scott 
11, 26, 114, banknotes, and some later. Cancels include 
‘Paid,” target, grill, and radial with better ones included. 
A selection of negative numbers and letters complete this 
lot. These cancels plus the town cancels will attract the 
specialist. S.B. 750.00

47 / From the Red Bird Estate. Eight boxes of albums, bind-
ers, loose pages, glassines, and stockbooks with collectible 
material throughout plus postage. Much of the material 
needs to be sorted. S.B. 750.00

48 / From the Red Bird Estate. Eight large boxes of albums, 
binders, glassines and loose pages of postage, used mate-
rial, revenues and other back of the book. Quite a group 
that you will enjoy sorting through to find the better 
items. S.B. 750.00



49 / From the Red Bird Estate. A comprehensive selection 
in seven boxes including a number of Scott and Harris 
albums, binders, mint sheet files, glassines and loose on 
paper. Good back of the book including revenues and 
earlies with mixed condition as expected. Much of the 
later material is postage. This one deserves an extended 
viewing so you can find and appreciate the better items. 
Dig in and enjoy. S.B. 750.00

50 / From the Red Bird Estate. Ten boxes of albums, bind-
ers, glassines, and stockbooks that will take hours to sort. 
Noticed early material but much of it is from the twenti-
eth century. Pickings throughout and worth your time to 
view. S.B. 750.00

51 / Albums, red boxes, binders and stockbooks are filled 
with thousands upon thousands of stamps. Plate block 
albums have a few better items and used stamps are or-
ganized by Scott number. Also, a group of plate number 
coils, pre cancels, postal cards, broken press sheets and 
some face value with better items in the red boxes.  
  S.B. 750.00

52 / United States assortment from the 1860s to the early 
1990s in one carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds 
of mixed mint and used stamps in two albums, two large 
sparse stockbooks and a counter book. Value is in the good 
revenues in the Scott album. Includes a wee bit of useful 
postage roughly from ten to twenty-five as well as some 
high values.  Also involves a few useful 19th Century. If 
you like revenues this lot is just made for you.  
  S.B. 700.00

53 // A conglomeration of albums. Includes Scott Junior In-
ternational, various binders, stockbooks, souvenir pages, 
postal stationery, first-day covers and early meter mail. 
Gems can be located like used White Plains sheet and 
Ducks. If you like to sort, this is your group.  S.B. 700.00

54 / For the beginner, a wonderful selection with pockets of 
better material. Lightly populated until the banknotes and 
with Columbians to thirty cent. Previous owner focused 
on commemoratives 291 and 330. Continues to Famous 
Americans then airmails and ducks. Remounting in a new 
album will motivate the beginner. S.B. 650.00

55 / A selection of several hundred mostly different revenues 
mounted on old Scott pages. Beginning with documen-
taries, stock transfer, wine, silver tax, and tobacco. The 
strongest are documentary and wine. S.B. 650.00

56  Five volume mint collection of singles (late nineteenth 
century to 1988) and plate blocks (1945-1988). Includes 
a few used singles. Neatly and accurately mounted onto 
Harris Liberty specialty pages and Harris Plate Block 
pages. Mainly NH and F-VF throughout. Can be used as 
a starter collection or as postage. S.B. 650.00

57 / Direct from the Red Bird estate, United States selection 
from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in eight cartons. 
Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having duplication in albums (many are remaindered), 
binders, counter books etc. Low value postage is sprinkled 
throughout this offering.  Worth a peek, you might like 
what you see. S.B. 650.00

58 / Albums, stockbooks, cigar boxes, envelopes and 
glassines comprise this lot. Some albums are moder-
ately populated others not so. Mint sheets are often 
stuck together. However, there are better items that you 
can develop into a new collection. Remounting in a new 
album will do wonders.                                S.B. 600.00

59 / From the Red Bird Estate. Numerous albums and 
stockbooks lightly populated but with a good amount of 
mint. Dealer boxes of low value postage with plate blocks 
included. Perfect lot for someone who likes to sort. 
                                                                       S.B. 600.00

60 / From the Red Bird Estate. Five large boxes of mostly 
glassines and pages. A tremendous amount of postage 
much as plate blocks, with better items. Take your time 
looking through this group.                          S.B. 550.00

61 / United States collection from 1892 to the 1970s in one 
carton. Entails mostly mint stamps in White Ace albums 
and several binders. Value is in the low value postage 
in singles, blocks of four, and plate blocks from three 
to twenty-cents. Spotted a mint White Plains sheet and 
several other older useful items. A good buy at our sug-
gested bid.                                                     S.B. 500.00

62 / One man’s U.S. collection in two stockbooks, two 3-ring 
binders of duplicates, and a sheet file of souvenir cards.  
The value lies in the stockbooks with mint Columbians 
and other early commemoratives; $5 issues with 573, 
834, and a single and plate block of 1053; Washington 
Franklins and more.  There is several hundred dollars in 
face and $260 face in modern ducks.  A small group with 
much of use.                                                  S.B. 500.00

63 / Beautiful duck stamp selection comprising of mint and 
used federal and state. Most of the value is in the federals 
containing plate blocks of RW47, RW48 and RW51 plus 
early ones starting with RW6. This is an attractive and 
interesting group not to be missed.               S.B. 475.00

64 / From the Red Bird Estate. A Harris Liberty album 
with moderately populated nineteenth century and strong 
twentieth to mid-1960s. Has a mint fifty cent Columbian, 
Kansas/Nebraska, C1-6, C18 and a good start for the 
revenues.                                                       S.B. 450.00

65 / Homemade back of the book collection arranged in 
chronological order beginning in 1851. Strong in revenues 
both federal and state with a good assortment of match and 
medicine items. Includes revenues on documents. Other 
items are carriers, local post, and Sanitary Fair. Deserves 
an extended viewing. Enjoy.                         S.B. 400.00

66 // American Delight from the Red Bird Estate. Four 
box lot of U.S. singles, sets, plate blocks, sheets, and 
postal stationery. Housed in stockbooks, albums, and 
glassines. Disorganized. Mint and used; classic, modern, 
and contemporary. Hinged and NH. Mainly F-VF, with 
some seconds and damaged material. Includes loads of 
common items as well as intermediate-level treats and 
surprises. Worth a glance.                             S.B. 400.00

67 / Moderately populated regular issue collection mounted 
on ancient Linn pages to the 1940s. Bureaus are the 
strongest and higher values add to desirability. 
                                                                       S.B. 375.00



68 / An above average quality selection of mid-twentieth 
century items mounted on various pages. Begins with 
a 1941/44 transport airmail first day group that is com-
plete. Stamps are complete starting from the early 1930’s 
through the mid 1950’s coils, including all the dollar 
and above issues. You will enjoy viewing this material.                                                                                           
                                                                       S.B. 375.00

69 / Two Scott national albums plus an additional two 
albums with stamps to 1958 in one carton. Contains 
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in 
full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Comprises 
some earlies and increases in quantity with the bureaus. 
A good selection of mint issues beginning with Colum-
bians then early twentieth century material. Prexies and 
Liberty series have high values in mint, along with a mint 
Kansas-Nebraska set. Good back of the book with Scott 
C1-6 and C18 mint. Some mixed condition on earlies as 
to be expected but overall, a desirable lot.    S.B. 350.00

70 // United States selection from the late 19th Century to 
the 1990s in one carton. Contains hundreds and hundreds 
of mint and used stamps having enjoyable duplication in 
binders and Scott album. Incorporates some interesting 
mint material including a White Plains sheet having sepa-
rated perforations, useful mint souvenir sheets, labels and 
a few covers from the FDR collection, a wee bit of postage 
to count plus miscellaneous. Likewise, encompasses some 
FDCs and postal history. Compact and ready to process.                                                                                            
                                                                      S.B. 350.00

71 / United States collector’s mainly regular issue collec-
tion from 1849 to 1985 in a medium box. Hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps on White Ace 
pages and binder. Contains some useful postage up to five 
dollars to count. The condition of the classic varies so, 
inspection recommended. S.B. 350.00

72 / From the Red Bird Estate. Four like new hingeless 
Lighthouse albums to the mid-1990s. Little nineteenth 
century with most twentieth century stamps mint. This is 
a great collection to continue. S.B. 350.00

73 / A collection in a pair of albums published by an east coast 
promotion company. The commemoratives album runs 
from the Columbians to 1971 with Pan-Americans and 
Louisiana Purchase complete and other earlies scattered. 
The regular issues album has mostly empty pages with a 
few higher catalog items prior to the 1930’s.  After that 
point, it is relatively more filled to 2003.  The collector 
was rather unsophisticated as condition varies widely and 
some items marked as never hinged, are in fact, hinged. 
Nevertheless, a useful collection for small dealer or begin-
ning collector. S.B. 325.00

74 / From the Red Bird Estate. Mostly Farley issues and over 
a hundred souvenir sheets from the thirties. Condition is 
mixed.  Take time to view as other material is included. 
                                                                     S.B. 300.00

75  Sixteen-page stockbook loaded with a few hundred 
revenue stamps, most of which are either R27c or R44c.  
Ideal for shade study, searching for double transfers, or 
looking for silk paper varieties.  Many multiples, including 
large ones present as well. Enjoy the hunt! S.B. 300.00

76 / Twelve albums, ten Scott (two with cover damage) and 
two Ace with dust covers sparsely filled. Good for begin-
ner collectors and will provide hours of enjoyment. 
                                                                       S.B. 300.00

77  Beginning with U360 (1899) and continuing through 
the twentieth century this selection is exceptionally 
clean. Back of the book airmails and officials add to the 
desirability of this group. The cut square collectors will 
want to view this one. S.B. 300.00

78 / An old timers collection that becomes better populated 
with the banknotes and continues into the 1960s. The 
Parks, prexies and Famous Americans follow a good 
selection of definitive stamps.  From the 1970s to the 
end most of the postage has been stripped out. The Scott 
album ends with airmail stamps which have better items 
like C4-6. Well worth your time to inspect. S.B. 300.00

79 / Accumulation in three cartons. Thousands and thousands 
of mint and used stamps having enjoyable duplication 
from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Incorporates 
some better items, revenues, and BOB. Includes lots of 
low value postage to count which sweetens this lot. Worth 
a bid. S.B. 290.00

80 / United States selection in a medium box. Hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, and singles. Consists of a Scott album from 1860-
1973 and an All-America album from 1873/79, 1938-1971 
being the sparsest. Good bread and butter holding. 
                                                                       S.B. 250.00

81  A compact and tidy lot of a few dozen plate blocks.  
Includes complete perf and imperf Parks, Scott 771 and a 
$5 Hamilton among others. Appears to be a never hinged 
group. Inspection will only take a few minutes so include 
it on your list to examine. S.B. 250.00

82 / United States precancel holding from the 1930s to the 
1960s in two cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps having duplication in fifteen binders organized 
by cities and state order. Terrific lot for the beginner or 
specialist looking for those elusive cities. S.B. 250.00

83 / Year sets, commemorative panels, stockbooks, plate 
block album and more. A good amount of material to sort 
through to come up with the right price. Worth the time 
you spend looking. S.B. 230.00

84 / Twenty-six items with a quality C3. Mixed group with 
no gum Columbian material, folds, and a straight edge. 
Careful investigation will lead you to the better items. 
High catalog total , offered appropriately. S.B. 200.00

85  Desirable items that are hinged or have gum flaws. Still, 
these are well worth your time to view. S.B. 180.00

86  Twenty-six mint mostly different, mostly NH stamps on 
a stockpage. All with certificates. Primarily graded 80 or 
above with a couple jumbos. S.B. 170.00

87 / Seven binders, stockbooks and more. The album pages 
in the binders are sparsely filled. A small group worthy of 
your attention. S.B. 150.00

88 / A small selection on loose pages and in glassines. A 
smattering of revenues and cut squares, plus postage dues 
(some are stuck together) and Hawaii 76 (13 copies). The 
strength lies in 1909 commemoratives. S.B. 75.00

UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS

89 / Consignment remainder containing some useful items. 
The Hawaii page is notable. S.B. 75.00
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UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS

90 // Civil War era material plus Hawaii items. Unused 
Union patriotic covers, Confederate stamps, and a cover 
engage your interest into these war years. You will enjoy 
viewing these. Hawaii material has a couple early items 
followed by a provisional group and postal stationery. An 
interesting lot worthy of your inspection. S.B. 350.00

91 / Excellent mounted collection of a few hundred differ-
ent on old Scott Specialty pages. Includes in approximate 
order of value Peurto Rico, D.W.I. and then Cuba. Mixed 
mint and used. The first mentioned begins with a strong 
Spanish period that contains many more stamps than usual, 
plus seldom seen wine and spirits revenues. The Danish 
West Indies is well populated. The Cuba, starts in 1899.  
  S.B. 300.00

CANAL ZONE

92 / Wonderful mounted collection on old Scott specialty 
pages to 1950. Includes a couple hundred different in Fine 
or better condition. S.B. 450.00

DANISH WEST INDIES

93 / Excellent selection missing only Scott #23. A group you 
can upgrade or find mint copies to replace the used. This 
one can be put away for posterity. Well worth it for you 
to take a few moments to view. S.B. 800.00

GUAM

94  A mint collection mounted on old Scott specialty pages. 
Nearly complete, mostly F-VF. S.B. 300.00

HAWAII

95 / Mounted collection starting in 1864 on old Scott spe-
cialty pages. Missing only a few after 1864 affords the 
new owner an opportunity to focus on the early years. 
Careful inspection suggested to appreciate this wonderful 
material. S.B. 475.00

PHILIPPINES

96 / Mounted collection of many hundred different with 
issues to about 1950 on old Scott specialty pages. The 
Spanish and U.S. administrations are superior to what is 
mostly seen. Mixed mint and used in this period and then 
all mint. Condition is generally F-VF S.B. 475.00

RYUKYU ISLAND

97  Outstanding Wholesale Group. Large gathering of mint 
sheets, partial sheets, souvenir sheets, and miniature sheets 
of various items from Ryukyu’s stamp issuing days, late 
1940s to early 1970s. All NH F-VF or better. Comprehen-
sive coverage of printings and styles. Mostly sets, in differ-
ing degrees of duplication (at times substantial). Includes 
representation of early definitives, commemoratives and 
airmails. Plenty of value in the late 1940s definitive set, 
1950s commemoratives, the 1970 Classic Opera set, and 
1950s airmails. Rare opportunity to acquire an invest-
ment lot of material from this popular island under U.S. 
administration. S.B. 1100.00

UNITED STATES TRUST TERRITORIES

98  Marshall Islands, Micronesia, and Palau from the 
beginning and mostly to 1999 in expensive Lindner 
hingeless albums.  A fresh and clean collection with a few 
covers thrown in that add interest. Well worth your time 
to view. S.B. 450.00

UNITED NATIONS

99 //FDC Enticing United Nations Collection and Stock. Three-
part lot in two boxes, with New York, Geneva, and Vienna 
represented. Part One features a five-volume mounted 
collection, 1951-2000 and later. Appears to be complete 
for 1951-1980. Stamps are mint NH, F-VF and mounted 
on White Ace specialty pages or homemade pages. In-
terspersed throughout are examples of stationery, FDCs, 
and souvenir folders. Contains many collector favorites, 
including mint #38 and FDC. Part Two comprises a backup 
holding of post office fresh singles and sets in glassines, 
various dates; mainly identified by Scott number and pres-
ent in reasonable duplication. Part Three is a grouping of 
FDCs, souvenir folders, and mint postal stationery, 1951-
2000 mostly F-VF. Appealing compilation of themes, 
topics and images associated with the United Nations and 
its mission. S.B. 200.00

100 / Carton accumulation in 7 stockbooks and a couple 
medium size boxes.  Substantially mint with duplication 
stored chronologically, starting at the beginning. There is 
a lot to play with here if U.N. is your thing. S.B. 100.00

101  Selection from the 1980s to 1990s in one carton. Hun-
dreds of mint stamps having issues still in their mailing 
envelopes, glassines, or in year sets for all three Offices. 
Excellent for resale. S.B. 50.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN

102 / A collection of a couple thousand different, mounted 
in two volumes of the Scott International airpost albums 
1936 edition. There are many beautiful sets that are 
complete and others that need some work. An attractive 
collection that begs to be worked on by an avid back of the 
book collector. You will need to set aside a good amount 
of time to give this selection the attention it deserves.  
  S.B. 9000.00
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103 / An assortment of about one hundred forty 102 size 
sales cards, never offered for sale, having many desirable 
items with a small amount of duplication. Set up for easy 
resale. Cat. 6200.00

104 / Small box containing all better material. Wide variety 
with the U.S. and Italian areas having good value. Also, a 
few Scott unlisted to add spice. Includes about a 100 cards/
pages primarily in F-VF condition. Minimal duplication 
making this appealing to both collectors and dealers.  
  S.B. 4000.00

105 / Pre-1940 Stamp Treasure Trove. Two volume expanded 
version of Scott International Stamp Album, Part One, 
1850s-1940. Filled with around 25,000 mint and used 
stamps, Singles, partial sets, complete sets and souve-
nir sheets. Mixed condition, with some minor damage. 
Numerous pages are completely filled. Extensive repre-
sentation of most stamp issuing entities, with numerous 
surprises throughout. Binders are worn and pages are 
sometimes ragged. Fantastic holding of classic postage 
stamps, ready for remounting in a suitable new home 
  S.B. 2500.00

106 / Three cartons of collections and one of stock in pizza 
boxes. Austria, Canada, France, Hungary, U.S. and Russia 
are strongest. The back of the book adds to the interest 
and a little U.N. is riding along. Take your time viewing 
this selection to appreciate what it contains.  
  S.B. 2500.00

107 / Pair of cartons full of mostly pizza boxes with strong 
Denmark and Norway plus U.S. Thousands of other 
stamps with modestly better foreign in glassines and on 
sales cards. S.B. 2000.00

108 / Out-of-the-Ordinary Worldwide Assemblage. Three-
box lot of useful philatelic collections and groupings. High 
overall catalog value. We noticed a three-volume New 
Zealand collection, two pizza boxes of old and new U.S. 
stamps, a variously populated Italian colonies collection, 
a slightly remaindered German collection, heaps of post 
1970 singles and sets sold as new issues, collections of 
Ethiopian, Danish and Israeli stamps plus postal stationery 
and an abundance of attractive foreign miscellany housed 
in glassines, albums and on stock pages. Occasional 
duplication, mostly F-VF. Tidy, inviting and packed with 
care. S.B. 2000.00

109 / Attention all buyers. Very clean consignment balance 
of United States and worldwide roughly from the early 
1900s to the mid-2000s in three cartons. Incorporates 
thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having useful duplication in albums, binders, stockbooks, 
folders, album pages, and glassines. Lots of NH sets. 
Mixed contents having better value in United States, 
Uganda, Ireland, China, Algeria, Netherlands, and Israel. 
If you are up for a challenge and for making a profit, this 
eclectic lot is especially for you. S.B. 1600.00

110 / Various countries units filling a large carton, on pages 
and in glassines including U.S., Great Britain, Australia, 
France, Germany, Russia and Denmark.  Good pickings 
here so make some time to view. S.B. 1100.00

111 / Six cartons containing a five-volume Harris Interna-
tional, plus other albums, stockbooks, and glassines. A 
few minutes sorting through the thousands of stamps will 
indicate where the pickings are. S.B. 1000.00

112 / Two cartons filled with British colonies and quite a bit of 
Canada plus U.S. A clean group with much of it mint.  
  S.B. 900.00

113 / Two cartons with albums, boxes and a stockbook of San 
Marino. U.S. Minute Man album moderately populated, a 
couple albums of Scandinavia, and others. Loose glassines 
and 102 sales cards round out the group. S.B. 850.00

114 / Two cartons full of mounted collections in albums and 
binders. Moderately populated with better items, blocks, 
plate blocks, postage, and sales cards. A real conglomera-
tion of useful material. S.B. 700.00

115 / Old time collector’s extras assortment of United States 
and worldwide in one carton. Incorporates thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having 
beneficial duplication from the late 19th Century to the 
1970s in counter books, a binder and stock pages. Spotted 
worldwide from some British colonies, Germany, other 
European nations etc. Sufficient amount of material to 
make this a must-see holding. S.B. 600.00

116 / An oddball lot in a large box. Scott unlisted, imperfs, 
proofs, labels, cinderellas, prints, ephemera, stock certifi-
cates, World War II memorabilia, and pharmacy labels. 
Will take quite a bit of time to sort through, but there are 
rewards. S.B. 550.00

117 / United States and worldwide selection from the late 
19th Century to the 1990s from the Sparta estate. Incor-
porates probably tens of thousands of mixed mint and 
used stamps having profitable duplication mainly in folder 
collections/assortments (in three of the cartons) running 
from inexpensive to interesting from all four corners of 
the globe. Spotted British and French colonies. Also, 
includes a nice offering of Isle of Man new issues still in 
their original shipping envelopes. United States is basi-
cally common material in several albums. Some China 
and PRC make a surprise visit. Don’t pass this one by. 
  S.B. 550.00

118 // Eye-Catching United States and Foreign Conglomera-
tion. Three-box lot of assorted philatelic items. We noticed 
hundreds of clean twentieth-century U.S and foreign FDCs 
and commercial covers, a stockbook of old and new ma-
terial from France and colonies, a stockbook of foreign 
classic singles and partial sets with pockets of value and 
minimally sorted worldwide stamps of varying quality 
in glassines. There is also a good-sized section of post-
1950s foreign souvenir sheets and miniature sheets mint 
NH in useful duplication. Of special interest is a pile of 
Scott International pages with classic and modern stamps 
from a host of countries, including smaller, more exotic 
locations. Many surprises throughout. Rounding out the 
lot are five binders and albums with basic material and a 
mint collection of Micronesia, 1986-1999. Made to order 
for a worldwide collector or an eBay entrepreneur.  
  S.B. 500.00

119 / Mostly foreign with stamps in glassines. A good selec-
tion of mid-twentieth century U.S. material and some 
nineteenth century items to pique interest. Thousands of 
stamps to look over so make extra time to view.  
  S.B. 500.00

120 / Strong in Switzerland with good Germany, Israel, U.S. 
and more. Albums, stockbooks and binders filled with over 
a thousand stamps. Take your time when you view this 
selection so you can fully appreciate the collections.  
  S.B. 500.00
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121 / An accumulation of sparsely populated international 
albums, including five Master Global Stamp Albums, 
five Israel cover albums and U.N. The best value is in the 
postage and modern Israel. S.B. 475.00

122 / A selection that gives you an opportunity to look for 
treasure. Useful items especially among the German 
States, Italian States and Great Britain. Better U.S. stamps 
on pages and 102 sales cards also, golden replicas and 
souvenir pages, stock cards of India and other countries. 
Condition is problematic and there appears to be some 
dubious items. S.B. 450.00

123 / United States and worldwide selection from a long dor-
mant mail bid sales. Items run from the late 19th Century 
to the 1980 in a medium box. Contains hundreds and 
hundreds of mostly used US stamps in full, partial sets, and 
singles having duplication annotated in #102 sales cards. 
Disregard old values as they are not relevant. Worldwide 
consists of mostly Western Europe. As conditions vary. 
So, please take that into account when bidding.  
  S.B. 450.00

124 / Philatelic Delight. Six Rasdale pizza boxes neatly 
packed with all sorts of mint and used material. Classic 
and recent.  We noticed loose stamps, glassines with sin-
gles and sets, groupings of souvenir sheets and sheetlets, 
old auction pages, stock pages and dealer sales pages. 
Reasonable duplication. Much of the material is identified 
and priced. Mixed condition, but mainly F-VF, clean and 
fresh appearing. Powerful value and appeal. Thousands 
of stamps for your consideration and pleasure.  
  S.B. 450.00

125 / Four Scott International binders arranged alphabeti-
cally to about 1960. Mostly sparse but with a good number 
of better areas. The photos show why this one is worthy 
of your consideration. S.B. 400.00

126 / Mixed lot in five boxes with thousands and thousands 
of stamps. Albums, pages, stockbooks, small boxes and 
glassines with a vast assortment including some postcards. 
This group will appeal to the person who loves to sort.  
  S.B. 400.00

127 // Consignment balance housed in five cartons. The most 
valuable part is the uncounted postage. The next most 
valuable are the supplies which is highlighted by various 
sizes of mounts, albums, slipcases and unused APS circuit 
books. Among the stamps, Hungary is the most notable.  
  S.B. 400.00

128 / The remainder of an accumulation includes an album, 
stockbooks, binders, first day covers, glassines mostly 
filled with plate blocks and more. About 20% of it is for-
eign material with some supplies (pages and dust covers). 
Also, a U.N. collection of the flag series of 1989.Take your 
time viewing and bring a calculator for postage.  
  S.B. 375.00

129 / United States and worldwide selection in one carton. 
Involves several thousand mixed mint and used stamps 
in albums, binders, and stockbooks. Value is in the mint 
United States postage from 1935/2012 having face of 
about $150.00 in two binders as well as a few better 
items. Likewise encompasses five worldwide partially 
filled stockbooks having mainly Western Europe from 
the 1930s to the 1970s and twelve poster stamp sets from 
the 1940s still in their original envelopes. S.B. 350.00

130  Assortment of poster stamps, labels and seals. Good 
value in the 550 Red Cross labels (see images). If you are 
interested in this area, check these out. You will appreciate 
the quality. S.B. 350.00

131 // United States and some worldwide selection from the 
early 20th Century to the 2000s in two cartons. Thou-
sands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps hav-
ing plenty of duplication mostly in glassines. Most of the 
value is in a small box of scrap from twenty to thirty-nine 
cents as well as low values from one to eighteen cents. 
Unused postal stationery still in the USPS cardboard 
and cello are also included. Worldwide encompasses a 
neat small stockbook of mint Kuwait virtually complete 
from 1963 to 1973 having full sets and singles and some 
miscelleny. Readily saleable. S.B. 350.00

132 // Five volume Master Global collection to 1974 with over 
16,000 different stamps. Better sections throughout like 
early Australian States, Finland, and early Russia. U.S. 
first day cover collection containing over 1,300 differ-
ent to 1990 highlighted by the 1938 Presidential series 
including the $1, $2, and $5, also, Huguenot-Walloon, 
Lexington-Concord, Norse-American, and C 9 and C 10. 
Many hundred modern U.S. covers in which the like-new 
binders and cover holders are worth more than the covers. 
That said, there are some very collectable covers from the 
1920’s to the 1940’s. View this lot and then you be the 
judge. S.B. 325.00

133 / Consignment remainder of foreign singles and souvenir 
sheets, with nice New Zealand and Ireland. A selection 
of U.S. plate blocks, and postal stationery round out the 
group. S.B. 325.00

134 // Consignment Balance. Two boxes filled with reference 
works, supplies, new and recent stamp issues, mini-collec-
tions, covers, etc. The focus is on Great Britain, Canada, 
and the United States. Clean, fresh, F-VF. Something for 
everyone! S.B. 300.00

135 // Consignment Balance. Two box lot of assorted phila-
telic items from around the world. Includes a few hundred 
unsold stamp and cover auction lots, around one hundred 
picture postcards and envelopes from island destinations, 
a stockpile of Lord Howe Island Courier Post stamps 
and FDCs, a box of St. Helena FDCs, over one hundred 
worldwide covers, a few hundred Hawaiian event cov-
ers, and three binders of stamps from Great Britain and 
Australia. Covers and stamps are in mixed condition, but 
mostly F-VF. Occasional duplication. A clean grouping 
of material. S.B. 300.00

136 / Eclectic United States and worldwide accumulation 
basically from the early 1900s to the 1990s in three 
cartons. Encompasses thousands and thousands of mixed 
mint and used stamps having beneficial duplication in 
albums, four small stockbooks of interesting material, 
album, stock pages and on/off paper. Contains a small 
offering of United States postage to twenty-two cents. 
Vatican and Israel are the dominated holding having plenty 
of Israeli stamps purchased as new issues. Check out the 
four small stockbooks as you might be surprised by what 
you find. Ideal for breakdown. S.B. 250.00
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137 / United States and worldwide assortment from the early 
1900s to the 1980s in five cartons. Comprises thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps having beneficial duplication 
in binders, glassines, envelopes, cardboard mailers, etc. 
Rummaging will encounter useful material particularly 
from the US, Poland, and FDR topical. Philatelic souvenir 
and Bureau cards might be of some interest too.  
  S.B. 250.00

138 / Eclectic United States and worldwide offering from 
various decades of the 20th Century ending in the 1970s 
in four cartons. Incorporates probably tens of thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of duplication 
in albums and lots of on/off mixture. Searching might find 
a few nuggets. Likewise includes some useful empty cover 
albums, supplies, and common mainly late 1980s baseball 
and similar cards. Offered eclectically. S.B. 200.00

139 / United States and worldwide accumulation from 
various decades of the 20th Century in one large carton. 
From a lifelong stamp collector from the Cincinnati area. 
Without thought to any organization whatsoever the heirs 
packed all the stamps in envelopes/packages. Some are 
organized. Most are not. Many were taken out of ‘those 
book things” to save space/weight. Tens of thousands 
reside in this lot having duplication. Go for it! A true 
gambler’s lot. S.B. 130.00

140 / United States and worldwide assortment from the late 
19th Century to the 1980s in one carton. Comprises hun-
dreds and hundreds of common stamps in albums. Helping 
a friend to sell his collection. Worth consideration.  
  S.B. 75.00

141  Bags of mostly off paper, mostly familiar U.S. and 
foreign stamps, maybe 75,000 in total with some heav-
ily duplicated.  Useful for art projects, wallpapering or 
whatever else your imagination creates. S.B. 60.00

GENERAL FOREIGN

142 / Fifteen albums and binders with a well populated 
(80,000+) world collection. Earlies and medium values 
make this selection desirable. Owners catalog of over 
$220,000 with nothing under two dollars counted. The 
first four albums have some dubious items. A moderately 
populated U.N. album continuing to the 1980s is thrown 
in to round out this selection. Cat. 14500.00

143 / Worldwide monster from the late 19th Century to 
the early 1970s in nineteen cartons on a pallet. Tens 
of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in a collec-
tion of forty-five Scott Specialty albums. Lying dormant 
for decades, a large percentage of material being mint. 
Includes British America A-F, Canada, British Oceania, 
British Asia, India, Malaya States, French colonies M-
Z, Eastern Europe including Poland, Russia, Bulgaria, 
Romania, and Albania. Also, incorporates Central, South 
America, Italy & colonies, Austria, Spain & colonies. 
But wait there’s more! Some cartons entail glassines of 
US having face, binders of mint having oversized sheets, 
many better sets on approval cards, blue small dealer sales 
books and other lightly filled international albums. The 
frosting on the cake is five cartons of #102 sales cards 
and glassines mainly mint stamps in red boxes. Unknown 
catalog value but probably huge. Required to be shipped 
by FedEx freight. S.B. 10000.00

144  A wonderful selection of a few hundred different mostly 
never hinged material with the majority from Europe. 
Many sets among the better items. Compact value, great 
for dealer stock or the internet. Cat. 9190.00

145 / A collector’s 75-year stamp journey in 16 Scott Inter-
national albums and a lone Minkus Global. Arranged 
alphabetically, the Scott pages run to about 1977. They 
are usually much more filled in the early years than in the 
later, which are often quite sparse. Contains much of use 
for dealer or collector with highlights such as (mint) India 
Ghandi set and Romania 196-206 along with good PRC, 
Philippines and much, much more.  The single Minkus 
volume is devoted to France and French colonies with 
interesting offices in China and other areas sure to please. 
Easily worth our suggested bid. S.B. 3500.00

146 / Eighteen dealer table books with medium to better 
singles and sets. The mint material is fresh and ready for 
the internet or can be incorporated into your show stock. 
A lovely group. S.B. 3500.00

147 / Worldwide collections in twenty-six Lindner hingeless 
albums and slipcases from post WW II but mostly from the 
1970s to the 1990s in five cartons. Thousands and thou-
sands of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, 
souvenir sheets, and booklets. Includes Europa, Australia, 
Great Britain, Guernsey, Jersey, Canada, Vatican, Palau, 
Israel, United Nations, Berlin, and Germany. Nice for 
further expansion. S.B. 2600.00

148 / Stock of souvenir sheets, booklets, strips, and a few 
larger items. Very little duplication with lots of never 
hinged and almost no used items. A great lot for the in-
ternet or to replenish your stock. S.B. 2200.00

149 / Foreign only Gold Mine. Two-box holding of classic and 
modern singles and sets. In glassines, on sales pages and 
stock pages, hinged or mounted on old album pages, etc. 
Mint and used, mostly F-VF. Often identified by Scott 
catalog number and price. Strong presence of popular 
European, British Commonwealth, and South American 
countries as well as lesser-known stamp-issuing entities. 
Occasional, non-excessive duplication. Huge retail value. 
Great for eBay entrepreneurs and general worldwide col-
lectors. S.B. 2000.00

150 / Ten cartons of trash to treasure as consigned.  Contains 
a few dozen albums from juvenile to advanced, from de-
crepit to like new, stockbooks with better (don’t miss the 
Upper Silesia and the North Borneo), cigar and similar 
boxes of off paper, pizza type boxes with widely varying 
contents and much more.  Valuable for dealer stock, creat-
ing box lots or keeping a collector busy for months.  
  S.B. 1800.00

151  Outstanding accumulation of thousands of never 
hinged stamps on sales cards in a carton with Sweden, 
Philippines and British being strongest. Owners estimated 
total retail $14,000.This is clean and fresh material that 
must be inspected to be fully appreciated. S.B. 1800.00

152 / Three large cartons filled with glassines or on album 
pages in smaller boxes. Of the many countries are Neth-
erlands, British Guiana, Japan, Australia and Switzerland. 
A wonderful selection for those who like to sort.  
  S.B. 1700.00
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153 / Over three hundred and fifty APS sales books filled with 
thousands of stamps. Very few stamps have been removed 
from books and some books have yet to be submitted to 
the APS. A wide variety for the world collector.  
  S.B. 1600.00

154 / Philatelic free-for-all in six cartons.  Albums, binders 
and stockbooks; boxes of pages, glassines and loose tossed 
in all mixed up; some approval books and more are here.  
Best of all is a pizza type box loaded with only better 
items including high catalog never hinged.  Take a long 
look – you’ll find surprises at every turn. S.B. 1600.00

155 / From the Red Bird Estate. Twelve boxes filled with 
useful material for dealer or collector. Albums are mostly 
worldwide, two boxes are filled with approval books 
(Have been re-boxed), a few pizza boxes have better 
material and loose pages and glassines are plentiful. A 
mixed group that’s hard to figure. S.B. 1350.00

156 / Tens of thousands mostly different mounted in six Master 
Global albums with issues to about 1970. Terrific start to 
a world collection upon which you can expand.  
  S.B. 1350.00

157 / Israel, British Colonies, Switzerland and other world-
wide on stockpages, mint sheet files, small binders and a 
Scott International album 1920-1922 with four pages of 
U.S. Useful for both internet sales and shows with clean 
mint items. S.B. 1300.00

158 / Various collections and stocks with good Great Britain, 
Austria, Italy with some AMG, Guernsey and Israel. Also, 
includes a specialized Bermuda one penny collection that 
can be a study. Wonderful group. S.B. 1250.00

159 / “G” Is for Gargantuan. One volume of the Scott Inter-
national Series containing thousands of mint and used 
singles and sets from Gha to Guy countries, nineteenth 
century to the early 1970s, F-VF. Comprehensive repre-
sentation of Ghana, Gibraltar, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, 
Gold Coast, Great Britain, Greece, Grenada, Guadeloupe 
and Guatemala. Also includes other countries. Highly 
populated, with many pages completely full. Mainly used 
early, turning to predominantly mint, often NH, after 
1940. Contains extra pages to accommodate items lacking 
spaces in the standard Scott International album, including 
paper, color, and perforation varieties. Stamps are expertly 
hinged or mounted onto clean pages in a somewhat worn 
binder and most pages are separated by glassine interleav-
ing. Many items are identified by Scott catalog number. 
Powerful compilation, with classic favorites and topical 
beauties. S.B. 1200.00

160 // Ten cartons of albums, many of them like new, red 
boxes, stock books and binders. Value is in Germany, 
Great Britain, Canada, Israel and Russia. Includes over 
twenty red boxes filled with lower end used retail material 
sorted by countries on 102 size sales cards. Also, respect-
able collections to pull from or build upon. Finally, there 
are a few sparsely filled global albums. S.B. 1100.00

161 / “B” Is for Beautiful.  One volume of the Scott Inter-
national Series containing thousands of mint and used 
singles and sets from Ben to Bur countries, nineteenth 
century to the early 1970s. F-VF. We noticed loads of 
material from Bermuda, Bhutan, Bolivia, Brazil, British 
Guiana, British Honduras, Brunei, Bulgaria, Burma, and 
Burundi. Also includes other countries. Highly populated, 
with many pages completely full. Mainly used early, turn-
ing to predominantly mint, often NH, after 1940. Contains 
extra pages to accommodate items lacking spaces in the 
standard Scott International album, including paper, color, 
and perforation varieties. Stamps are expertly hinged or 
mounted onto clean pages in a like-new binder, and most 
pages are separated by glassine interleaving. Many items 
are identified by Scott catalog number. High degree of 
completeness throughout, with page after page of long, 
desirable sets. S.B. 1050.00

162 / One volume of the Scott International Series containing 
thousands of mint and used singles and sets from Nor to 
Per countries, nineteenth century to the early 1970s, F-VF. 
Comprehensive representation of Norfolk Island, Norway, 
Nyasaland Protectorate, Orange River Colony, Pakistan, 
Panama, Paraguay, and Persia/Iran. Also includes other 
countries. Highly populated, with many pages completely 
full. Mainly used early, turning to predominantly mint, of-
ten NH, after 1940. Contains extra pages to accommodate 
items lacking spaces in the standard Scott International 
album, including paper, color, and perforation varieties. 
Stamps are expertly hinged or mounted onto clean pages 
in a like-new binder, and most pages are separated by 
glassine interleaving. Many items are identified by Scott 
catalog number. Bursting with out-of-the-ordinary mate-
rial and collector favorites. S.B. 1050.00

163 / Ten carton worldwide selection from the late 19th 
Century to the 1970s from the Red Bird estate. Thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having some 
duplication in around thirty mostly Scott International or 
Minkus Global albums. Albums run from sparsely to fairly 
filled. Well worth taking a few moments to view.  
  S.B. 1000.00

164 / Eleven cartons of worldwide assortment from the 
1870s to the 1970s from the Red Bird estate. Incorporates 
thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having useful duplication in albums, stockbooks, binders, 
folders, album, and stock pages. Could be some pickings 
throughout and worth viewing. S.B. 1000.00

165 / From the Red Bird Estate, nine boxes of albums, binders 
and stockbooks filled with useful material. Whether dealer 
or collector you will enjoy sorting through this material. 
Useful duplication in the stockbooks. S.B. 1000.00

166 / Two Scott International albums plus a Scott Junior that 
is moderately filled. Early material and some better items 
can be found. A detailed owners inventory is provided 
although not verified. Some heavy hinging needs to be 
accounted for otherwise a desirable group. S.B. 1000.00

167 / Worldwide selection in ten albums from the late 19th 
Century to the 1980s in two cartons. Thousands of mixed 
mint and used stamps being moderately filled with most 
countries represented, some more than others. A great 
starter for a world collector with plenty to work on. Re-
mounting in new albums would do wonders.  
  S.B. 1000.00
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168 / Wide-reaching aggregation from the late 19th Century 
to the 1990s from the Red Bird estate in eleven cartons. 
Encompasses tens of thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps having beneficial duplication in sparse to really 
filled albums as well as binders, stockbooks. folders, 
album and stock pages. Spotted nice accumulation from 
Russia to the 1990s. A very interesting lot. S.B. 900.00

169 / From the Red Bird Estate. Eleven boxes of mostly Scott 
International albums with areas moderately populated. 
Souvenir sheets were spotted as well as stamps in block 
format. A wonderful start to a world collection. Make a 
little extra time to view this extensive group.  
  S.B. 900.00

170 / Direct from the Red Bird estate, eight cartons of 
worldwide from the late 19th Century to the early 2000s. 
Involves tens of thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps having enjoyable duplication in albums, binders, 
stockbooks, folders, envelopes, glassines, album and 
stock pages etc. Thorough searching necessary to find 
any nuggets or desirable material which might be hanging 
about. S.B. 900.00

171 / “S” Stands for Supercharged. One volume of the Scott 
International Series containing thousands of mint and 
used singles and sets from Som to Syr countries, nine-
teenth century to the early 1970s, F-VF. Comprehensive 
representation of Somalia, South Africa, assorted British 
Commonwealth countries in Africa and Asia, Spain and 
its colonies, Surinam, Sweden, Switzerland and Syria. 
Highly populated, with many pages completely full. 
Mainly used early, turning to predominantly mint, often 
NH, after 1940. Contains extra pages to accommodate 
items lacking spaces in the standard Scott International 
album, including paper, color, and perforation varieties. 
Stamps are expertly hinged or mounted onto clean pages in 
a somewhat worn binder, and most pages are separated by 
glassine interleaving. Many items are identified by Scott 
catalog number. Impressive coverage and memorable 
range of complete classic and modern sets. S.B. 900.00

172 / Worldwide holding from the late 19th Century to the 
1970s from the Red Bird estate in eight cartons. Contains 
thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps 
having some duplication mostly in Scott International 
and Minkus Global albums as well as a few binders and 
stockbooks.  A most desirable lot for the album aficio-
nado. S.B. 850.00

173 / Direct from the Red Bird estate, worldwide offering 
from the late 19th Century to the early 2000s in seven 
cartons. Entails tens of thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps having durable duplication in albums including 
Falkland Islands two-volume hingeless with slipcases. 
Also, various material in  binders, stockbooks, glassines, 
album and stock pages etc. Need to view to fully appreci-
ate the desirability of this selection. S.B. 850.00

174 / Two Minkus Master Global albums continuing to the 
late 1950s. Moderately populated with better items. Some 
heavy hinging distracts but remounting in a new album 
would do wonders. A great beginners group worthy of 
expanding. S.B. 800.00

175 / Large carton filled with thousands of revenues in vari-
ous states of organization. Almost all Latin America with 
the strongest area being Guatemala. Much uncommon, 
rarely seen. Needs inspection by someone who knows 
the area. A good opportunity. S.B. 800.00

176 / Scott International Albums from the Red Bird Estate. 
Seven-box lot filled with over twenty Scott International 
albums, mid-nineteenth century to 1980s, variously popu-
lated. Includes A-Z countries. Impossible to judge whether 
all countries and all dates are present. Tens of thousands of 
mint and used singles, sets, and souvenir sheets, in mixed 
condition. Some stamps are in mounts, some are hinged. 
Strong in common and intermediate-level material, but 
we noticed more than a few surprises and unusual items 
lurking among the ordinary. Some binders are like-new, 
some are damaged and falling apart. Some pages show 
light discoloration and occasional dust and grime, others 
are clean and without creases or tears. Should yield a re-
spectable worldwide collection once all stamps are sorted, 
organized, and mounted in new albums or stockbooks. 
Perfect for the collector with imagination and persever-
ance. S.B. 800.00

177 / Homemade Foreign Assemblage. Five-volume world-
wide collection on a hodgepodge of Scott, Minkus and 
blank pages, organized alphabetically by country and 
housed in worn Scott International binders. Filled with 
thousands of carefully hinged and mounted stamps, mainly 
in F-VF condition. Singles, partial sets and complete sets. 
Various degrees of completion. Covers 1940s to 1970s, 
but strongest in material from 1960s. S.B. 800.00

178 / Two cartons of floor sweepings with material from 
numerous countries. Must be inspected to appreciate the 
scope of the material. A little U.S. snuck in as well as 
Denmark covers. S.B. 800.00

179 / Direct from the Red Bird estate, an all-inclusive world 
accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in 
nine cartons. Includes tens of thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps having favorable duplication in albums, 
stockbooks, binders, large, small envelopes, folders, 
album and stock pages etc. A lovely grouping worth a 
bid. S.B. 750.00

180 / From the Red Bird Estate, six boxes of albums and 
binders moderately filled. Several Scott International 
albums plus others with Germany, Austria, Japan, and 
Czechoslovakia well populated. Canada has an interesting 
selection of revenues of mostly Law types. S.B. 750.00

181 / Worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century to 
the 1970s in ten cartons from the Red Bird estate. Tens of 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of 
duplication in albums, stockbooks, binders, small boxes, 
glassines, counter, stock pages etc. Check it out. You might 
like it! S.B. 750.00

182 / Worldwide selection from the late 19th Century to the 
mid-20th Century in a medium box. Encompasses thou-
sands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps on 
album pages in full, partial sets, and singles. At one time 
were in international albums. Spotted China, British colo-
nies, France, Germany, Latin America etc. High catalog 
value according to the owner. Needs to be transferred into 
your own collection or to be made into folder collections. 
Bidders will be the final judge of value. S.B. 750.00
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183 // Multi-volume Foreign Collection. Twenty-part as-
semblage, primarily late nineteenth century to 1970s 
and 1980s. Includes an eleven-volume Scott International 
collection with relatively clean pages and serviceable 
binders. Mint and used, mainly F-VF, sparsely populated. 
Also, contains eight beginning specialized collections and 
one volume of miscellaneous material. Mint and used, 
mostly F-VF, variously populated. We noticed material 
from British Europe, Canada, Germany, Israel, France, 
Vatican City, Disney, United Nations, etc. All in all, a lot 
that is modest in appearance but filled with thousands of 
stamps and crying for attention and expansion.  
  S.B. 750.00

184 / An intriguing, compact lot with a few hundred sales 
cards that were never offered for sale.  While some faults 
may be present, most appear to be fine or better with a 
number of really nice items from around the globe. No-
ticed French offices in China, French colonies, German 
states, a bit of U.S. and more with little or no duplication.  
Ideal for the worldwide collector. S.B. 750.00

185 / Stockbooks, binders, pizza boxes, and loose pages 
loaded with useful material. It begins with a beneficial 
Universal Postal Union collection, extensive Latin Ameri-
can issues and Portuguese colonies. There is also British 
material included. An eclectic lot. S.B. 700.00

186 / Enticing Stock for Dealer Hopefuls. Thirteen stockbooks 
of stamps from around the world. Mint and used, singles 
and sets, classic and modern. Varying degrees of duplica-
tion. Semi-organized and carefully arranged on clean stock 
pages in undamaged binders. Strong presence of basic and 
intermediate stamps, with occasional surprises scattered 
throughout. Mostly F-VF. Some items are identified and 
priced. Should yield thousands of saleable small lots ap-
propriate for eBay and local bourses. S.B. 700.00

187 / Worldwide assortment roughly from the late 19th 
Century to the 1980s in ten cartons from the Sparta 
estate. Contains tens of thousands of mixed mint and 
used stamps having plenty of useful duplication in some 
albums, stockbooks, binders, lots of folder collections, 
album pages, stock pages, glassines on/off mixture in small 
boxes etc. A most desirable lot for the philatelic lover. Go 
for it! You will like it. S.B. 650.00

188 / Twenty Scott International albums in five cartons from 
the Sparta estate. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in full, partial sets and singles having 
duplication from the late 19th Century to the 1960s with 
the majority of concentration from the 1930s to the 1960s. 
Albums run from sparsely to moderately populated. Ready 
to sell as is or to fill up with all your extra worldwide 
stamps. S.B. 650.00

189 / Many lightly populated albums, several stockbooks, 
envelopes and glassines filled with stamps that need to 
be sorted. Saw some better items. S.B. 600.00

190 / Accumulation of fresh material in seven stockbooks 
and two pizza boxes. Numerous souvenir sheets and a 
good amount of topicals, plus the British 1978 omnibus 
coronation. Great for lists, the internet, and for those who 
love to sort. S.B. 600.00

191 / Minkus Master Global albums from the Red Bird 
Estate. Seven box lot filled with eighteen Minkus Global 
albums, mid-nineteenth century to 2000. Most albums are 
well populated. Mixed condition, with some stamps dam-
aged, stuck to pages, etc. Most stamps are hinged. Includes 
A-Z countries. Comprehensive, with room for expansion. 
Thousands and thousands of mint and used singles, sets, 
and souvenir sheets. We noticed loads of common and 
intermediate level stamps, along with pockets of better 
material. Some binders are like-new; some are damaged 
and falling apart. Some pages show light discoloration 
and occasional dust and grime; some are clean and fresh 
in appearance. Should yield an above average worldwide 
collection once all stamps are sorted and organized. Sev-
eral binders and page groupings are reusable  
  S.B. 600.00

192 / Twenty album selection in five cartons from the Sparta 
estate. Contains thousands and thousands of mixed mint, 
used and CTO stamps in full, partial sets and singles hav-
ing duplication from the late 19th Century to the 1960s. 
Majority are Scott international and few Minkus Master 
Globals. Also, involves three France hingeless albums 
from 1968 to the 1990s having plenty of mainly mint 
stamps. Albums run from some sparse to others moder-
ately populated. Nicely set up for easy processing.  
  S.B. 600.00

193 / An original collector’s selection of around 160 souve-
nir sheets from the 1930s to the 1960s in a medium box. 
Most souvenir sheets are mint and were affixed by their 
four corners on pages with mounts. Spotted China, Japan, 
South Korea, Russia, Poland, France, Hungary to name 
just a few. Also includes some miscellaneous items too. 
Great lot for the internet or show dealer. S.B. 600.00

194 / An original collector’s A-W worldwide delightful 
selection from the 1850s to the 1960s in one carton. 
Incorporates multiple thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps in full, partial sets and singles appearing to have 
some duplication. Organized mainly on quadrille pages 
with some stock pages in eight binders. Includes Great 
Britain and colonies, France and colonies, Eastern, West-
ern Europe etc. Value throughout. S.B. 550.00

195 / Medium to better items arranged on about 100, 102 
size sales cards but never offered for sale. Wide variety 
of countries involved. Minimal, helpful duplication.  Very 
clean and set up for easy resale. S.B. 500.00

196 / Worldwide accumulation that was mostly purchased 
as new issues in one carton. Thousands of mint stamps 
in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets basi-
cally from the 1980s to early 2000s. Incorporates Great 
Britian (some Smiler sheets) and Canada face to count. 
Likewise includes issues from France, Gibraltar, Channel 
Islands, Ireland, Spain, Greece, and the United Nations. 
Tailor made for filling in those holes in your collection 
or for resale. S.B. 500.00
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197 / Seven cartons of worldwide splendor from various de-
cades of the 20th Century ending in the 1990s. Thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having 
beneficial duplication in albums, glassines, envelopes, 
#102 cards etc. Noticed topicals including Disney, Prin-
cess Diana, Christmas, Lincoln etc. from a well-known 
East Coast promotional company.  Also, involves holdings 
from Vietnam, San Marino and Monaco as well packages 
of unopened mint modern. A build-a-bourse bargain box 
sorter dream come true. S.B. 500.00

198 /FDC Fascinating worldwide assortment purchased as new 
issues roughly from 1988-1992 in four cartons. Contains 
thousands of mint stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir 
sheets, FDCs, and postal stationery having joyful duplica-
tion. Involves thirteen binders consisting of six Australia, 
three Sweden, two each New Zealand, Finland/Aland 
and one 1988 Olympics. Likewise, incorporates eleven 
Australia years sets 1987-1992 plus one carton of stamp 
extras and FDCs. Useful selection. S.B. 450.00

199  Accumulation roughly from the 1960s to the early 2000s 
in a medium box. Over 300 booklets having profitable 
duplication from Great Britain, British colonies, Scandi-
navia, etc. Could be some premium items. Photos tell the 
story. S.B. 450.00

200 / Two cartons of worldwide from the late 19th Century 
to the 1990s. Involves thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps having meaningful duplication in eighteen albums, 
stockbooks or binders. Consists of a selection from Africa 
from Ethiopia, Zanzibar, Southwest Africa/Namibia, Gha-
na, Nigeria, Liberia, East Africa, Sierra Leone, Zambia, 
Malawi etc. The other selection is Netherlands 1852-1972, 
San Marino 1877-1985, Vatican, Fiume, Macau, Sudan, 
Montenegro, Liechtenstein etc. Eclectic offering.  
  S.B. 450.00

201 / Worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century 
to the 1980s in ten cartons from the Sparta estate. Tens 
of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having 
beneficial duplication in folder collections, albums, stock 
pages, binders, stockbooks, on/off mixture, small boxes 
etc. Searching might find some hidden nuggets. Bring 
some patience and time could be rewarding. S.B. 450.00

202 / Seven cartons of worldwide philatelic delight from the 
late 19th Century to the 1990s from the Sparta estate. 
Includes thousands and thousands of mixed mint and 
used stamps having sufficient duplication in albums, 
stockbooks, binders, some folder collections, album pages, 
stock pages, glassines, on/off mixture in small boxes, 
plastic baggies etc. Could be some good pickings. 
  S.B. 450.00

203 / A mixed group with a helpful remainder Brazil col-
lection to 1967, French and British colonies and better 
German material. Small stockbook of Cilicia items round 
out this lot. A worthwhile eclectic group S.B. 400.00

204 // Selection roughly from the early 1900s to the 1980s 
in two cartons. Consists of thousands of mixed mint and 
used stamps having purposeful duplication in fourteen 
stockbooks or binders. Entails a two-volume Europa 
offering from 1956-67 mostly FDCs and holdings from 
Yugoslavia, Thailand, South Africa & Homelands, Neth-
erlands & colonies, Australia, New Zealand etc.  Random 
offering needing a random buyer. S.B. 350.00

205 / Three collections in one Scott specialized album. Iran 
is the strongest because of the Persia selection which 
provides a solid start for this group. The Ryukyu collec-
tion is well populated and the Saudi Arabia material has 
better items. Collections go to the mid-1970s.  
  S.B. 325.00

206  Over 650 mostly different never hinged souvenir sheets. 
A fresh group that will enhance any dealers stock or can 
be internet material. Good topical content. S.B. 325.00

207 / Assorted mint and used singles, sets, and souvenir 
sheets. Strong in Italy, Hungary, Vatican City, San Marino, 
Scandinavia and British Commonwealth. Also includes a 
Scott specialized album of Germany post WW II to 1990s. 
Many better items with high overall catalog value. Mixed 
condition with most F-VF. Especially useful material for 
you to view. S.B. 300.00

208 / Worldwide collection of mostly familiar stamps scat-
tered across 5 volumes.  Also includes an “F” countries 
collection with interesting used Faroe Islands and a 
stockbook of foreign stuff. Lastly, there is an Olympics 
collection that could nearly stand on its own.  Won’t take 
long to examine so you might as well. S.B. 300.00

209 / A 1926 Scott Junior album with well balanced contents. 
About 60% filled and has desirable early material. Better 
than usually encountered. S.B. 300.00

210 // Worldwide aggregation from the early 1900s to the 
1980s in one carton. Thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps in binders, stockbook and albums. Involves a 
binder of useful Ethiopia, stockbook of Venezuela, two 
binders of Swiss covers mostly from the 1960s-1970s, two 
binders of Great Britain postcards, Great Britian hingeless 
album from 1981-87, Spain and Salvador in an album.  
  S.B. 300.00

211 / Four cartons of worldwide from the late 19th Century 
to the 1970s. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in ten swollen, disheveled albums as 
well as eleven red plane and building vintage albums. 
No expensive, scarce issues but plenty of useful material. 
Worth exploring. S.B. 300.00

212 / Worldwide collection from 1949-1968 in four Scott 
International remaindered albums in one carton. Owner’s 
count of 15,601 mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, and singles. A bit of foxing on the edges of the pages 
but, still plenty of nice material to be found to add to your 
international collection. S.B. 290.00

213 // Eclectic offering in twelve cartons. Entails thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps having duplication. Entails a 
United Nations collection in KaBe hingeless albums mint 
complete 1952-1975 as well as much later mint (well into 
the 2000s) plus miscellaneous and a rather disorganized 
worldwide assortment from various decades of the 20th 
Century on stock pages and in glassines. Coming along 
for the ride is a United States cover accumulation around 
1900 to the 1990s. Owner’s count of 7,500+ common 
commercial covers and postal stationery containing a 
large amount from the 1980s-1990s. Needs to find a new 
home. S.B. 250.00
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214 / Three carton worldwide selection roughly from the 
1950s to the 1980s. Entails thousands of mixed mint, used, 
and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir 
sheets, in an A-Z somewhat messy but useful collection in 
four binders mounted on blank pages. Likewise includes a 
1980s mint souvenir sheets assortment in six promotional 
binders plus miscellaneous. S.B. 250.00

215 / Worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century to 
the 1990s in one of our largest cartons. Contains thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having en-
joyable duplication in several stockbooks, binders, stock 
pages, and glassines. Spotted an interesting stockbook 
of Denmark. Suitable for constructing bourse bargain 
boxes. S.B. 250.00

216 // Two cartons of worldwide splendor. Incorporates thou-
sands of mixed mint and used stamps having beneficial 
backup mainly from the 1950s to 1970s. Encompasses a 
Europa mint collection from 1957 to 1979 in a Lighthouse 
hingeless album and slipcase, seventeen Russian semi-
postal sheets in a file folder from B121/B136, United 
Nations plate blocks from 1952-1979 in a Scott album 
plus a binder and stockbook of UN material to the 1980s, 
and miscellaneous sheets in a folder including Canada 
from 1950/67 plus other miscellany. S.B. 200.00

217 / Worldwide assortment of mostly Europe and Latin 
America containing hundreds and hundreds of mixed 
mint and used stamps on loose album pages in a medium 
box. Mainly nineteenth to mid-twentieth century with 
many smaller countries and German States like Prussia 
and Wurttemberg plus Ukraine, Georgia, etc. Folder col-
lections of Venezuela, Columbia and Bolivia plus two 
small boxes with glassines of the last mentioned. Plenty 
of better material for you to examine. S.B. 150.00

218  A calendar collection in nine three ring binders with 
hundreds of stamps. All have readable cancels with many 
S.O.N.’s and a better stamp can occasionally be found. A 
fun group to continue. S.B. 150.00

219 / Four unmatched albums from the proverbial closet. 
Each is fairly sparse with pockets of value. Useful for 
pickings then to fill box lots. The Harris Plate Block 
Album has been converted to worldwide and has no U.S. 
but does have nice Canada. S.B. 150.00

220 / A few hundred glassines filled with probably 100,000 
world-wide stamps, sorted by country and counted.  We 
didn’t check the contents of any of the glassines so assume 
there is duplication and some faults.  Easy to sell by the 
packet or save them for handouts during Trick or Treat.  
  S.B. 150.00

221 / A dealer wannabe’s pile of foreign stamps sorted by 
country, counted and placed in about 70 business size 
envelopes – totaling over 100,000 stamps.   We didn’t 
check the contents of any of the envelopes so assume there 
is duplication within each. Easy to market each envelope 
at 1 cent per stamp. S.B. 150.00

222  Purchased as new issues consisting of around 1,100 
mostly different mint stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir 
sheets and sheetlets in a small box. About 90% are from 
Israel 2004-2010 and 10% from Mayotte 1997-2001. 
Sorted neatly on stock pages in two binders. Super for 
filling in the spaces in these areas in your worldwide col-
lection. S.B. 120.00

223 / Eclectic selection 1866 to the 1980s in a small box. 
Contains around thirty-five mint and some used stamps 
in a binder. Consists of mostly souvenir sheets from Syria, 
North Vietnam, UN, Hungary, Uruguay etc. Good for 
filling in those empty spaces in your international col-
lection. S.B. 110.00

224 / Worldwide accumulation in one medium box. Value is 
in Japan roughly 1,000 mint stamps on counter pages from 
the 1960s to the 1970s having useful duplication and in 
Nicaragua from the 1930s to 1988 with about 1,000 mostly 
used and CTO mounted on pages. Miscellany might peak 
the interest of a knowledgeable bidder. S.B. 100.00

TOPICALS

225  Fairy-Tale Princess Glamour. A philatelic tribute to 
Princess Di. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets 
mounted on over 180 quadrilled pages, accompanied by a 
detailed inventory. We noticed some spotting or toning on 
the quadrilled pages, but the stamps appear to be spared 
any damage. Nice, clean overview of the happy days of 
Princess Di’s life, with an emphasis on her twenty-first 
birthday and her wedding to Prince Charles. There is no 
hint of her later problems, insecurities, excesses and un-
timely death. All in all, material with a respectable catalog 
value offered at a substantial discount. S.B. 450.00

226  Three binders and a stockbook dedicated to the 75th 
anniversary of the Universal Postal Union. Appears to 
be all mint, with many better items. The photos should 
wet your appetite for bidding. S.B. 400.00

227  An extensive Europa thematic collection on White 
Ace pages, stock pages and in stock books. Begins in the 
1950’s and appears all mint with most being never hinged. 
Includes a 50th anniversary selection which catalogs 
$1475 plus the unlisted. A great lot for the dealer or col-
lector who enjoys sorting. S.B. 375.00

228  Hundreds of World Wide Fund for Nature issues mostly 
marine and bird topics. An attractive group of fresh mate-
rial for the internet, show or exhibits. S.B. 325.00

AFRICA

229 / Awesome Africa collection in two clean Scott Specialty 
albums from 1924 to 1978 in a medium box. Involves 
thousands of mostly mint stamps and some used in full, 
partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Encompasses 
Cote d’Ivoire, Malawi, Botswana, Ghana, and Guinea 
nicely mounted in black mounts. Ghana has many im-
perforates. Great topical content. S.B. 800.00

230 / Africa collection in two Minkus albums from the 1890s 
to the 1960s in a small box. Incorporates hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint, used, and CTO stamps in full, 
partial sets and singles. Entails Belgian Congo, Ethiopia, 
KUT, Somalia, Burundi, etc. S.B. 150.00

ASIA

231  Wonderful selection with Japan having the most value 
and a complete Laos to 1974. Also, includes a nice group 
of PRC. A very desirable holding. S.B. 1000.00
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232 / Medium to better items arranged on almost 250, 102 
size sales cards but never offered for sale. Includes strong 
selections of Japan, China, Thailand, etc. good variety 
with only a little duplication.  Very clean and set up for 
easy resale. S.B. 1000.00

233 / An original collector’s Asia selection from the late 19th 
Century to the 1960s in a medium box.  Several thousand 
mixed mint and used stamps having some duplication 
nicely presented on quadrille pages in a binder. The best 
is China but also includes Korea, Japan, and Siam. If you 
like this area, this lot is tailor made for you. S.B. 850.00

234  Over five hundred post 1960 souvenir sheets, strips and 
sets identified, described, and priced. Most mint, never 
hinged with some duplication. Topics include wildlife, 
sports, historic battles, architecture and more. Great lot 
for the internet or show dealer. S.B. 350.00

235 / A holding in a carton. Contains hundreds and hun-
dreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, 
singles, and some souvenir sheets having some duplica-
tion. Incorporates Japan in a Scott album from 1986-1999 
including some prefectures, other odds and ends plus 
Thailand 1883-1982. Worth exploring. S.B. 290.00

AUSTRALSIA

236 / Arranged on 102 size sales cards but never offered 
for sale. Includes sets and singles from down under and 
related areas. Over a hundred cards with Australia being 
strong and a good New Zealand. All medium grade mate-
rial, set up for easy resale. S.B. 400.00

BRITISH

237 / Around one hundred eighty 102 size sales cards 
never offered for sale, strong in the Pacific Islands with 
many sets. A clean lot with little duplication better items 
throughout. Cat. 4870.00

238  Great Britain and Aden to Cayman Islands mint col-
lection from 1856 to late 1960s in a thick Scott Interna-
tional album. Consists of several thousand stamps in full, 
partial sets and singles. Highlights include Canada dollar 
Jubilee. Collection is somewhat picked over having a lot 
of meaningful stamps remaining. Check out the copious 
scans. S.B. 1300.00

239  Palestine to Zululand mint collection from the 1880s to 
1968 in a Scott International album. Incorporates several 
thousand stamps in full, partial sets, and singles.  All mint 
having a couple of used slipped in. Collection is somewhat 
picked over having a lot of better values remain. Good 
group to break down for a 102-card stock. Includes many 
of the common designs (not scanned). Check out the copi-
ous scans. S.B. 1100.00

240 / Various colonies sorted in large envelopes including 
Pitcairn, Malaysia, St. Helena and more. Also, a modern 
group of collections from Channel Islands, Christmas 
Island, Australia, New Zealand and more. Thrown in 
is Liechtenstein from 1965-1994. Clean and appealing 
material for dealers that can be sold on the internet or at 
a show. S.B. 1100.00

241 / Carton full of mostly British Colonies in stockbooks, 
glassines and binders. Better material in early mint and a 
good Canada binder. Mint material is fresh. An attractive 
group that will appeal to the colony collector.  
  S.B. 1100.00

242 / Wonderful accumulation starting with a very fresh 
Great Britain 19th century with high catalog total. 
Includes a Heligoland selection, St. Helena collection, 
1935 Silver Jubilees and Dominica on pages. Glassines 
and sales cards have other colonies. S.B. 1000.00

243 / Remote Islands of the Commonwealth. Two-volume 
collection of predominantly mint singles and sets from 
far-flung locations in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Caribbean, 
early twentieth century to late 1970s/early 1980s. F-VF, 
with many never hinged mint stamps. Mounted carefully 
and expertly on Scott specialty pages. Housed in slightly 
worn Scott specialty albums. High degree of complete-
ness, mainly missing only the more elusive stamps. In-
cludes in approximate order of value, Bahamas, British 
Antarctic Territory, Tristan da Cunha, Norfolk Island, 
Falkland Islands and Dependencies, New Hebrides and 
Australian Antarctic Territory. Loads of colorful, topical 
appeal and cultural interest with an overall high catalog 
value. S.B. 700.00

244 / Collections/accumulation in two cartons. Incorporates 
thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in 
full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having useful 
duplication in albums, binders, or stockbooks. Contains 
three volume Channel Islands virtually complete from 
1953-1981 in White Ace albums, stockbook of Malaysia 
and area from the 1920s to 1970s, and a loaded stockbook 
having Cyprus, Turkish Cyprus (some specimens), Gi-
braltar, Great Britian, Malta, Channel Islands, Ireland 
etc. roughly from the 1980s to 2000s. Likewise includes 
Bermuda from 1865-2000 and the Caribbean islands from 
various decades of the 20th Century, Cocos Islands 1963-
2000, and Cook Islands from the 1980s and Niue mostly 
from the 1960s-1970s. Not to be missed. S.B. 500.00

245  Arranged on 102 size sales cards but never offered for 
sale. About one hundred fifty cards mostly British Europe 
and British Asia with many sets. All medium to better 
grade, set up for easy resale. S.B. 500.00

246 / The Sun Never Sets. Thick stockbook featuring mint 
and used singles and sets from throughout the British 
Empire. Owner estimates that there are approximately 
2,100 stamps with a total recent catalog value of over 
$4,000, mainly F-VF. Emphasis is on the years between 
1900 and 1970. Would fill many holes in an intermediate 
worldwide collection or serve as a suitable basis for a 
British area specialty collection. S.B. 400.00

247  Various omnibus issues from 1972-1981 mounted 
on album pages, QE II Silver Jubilee, Princess Di and 
Charles wedding, 1972 Silver Wedding Anniversary and 
1973 Princess Anne Wedding. Fresh material with three 
attractive albums. S.B. 400.00

248 / British area delight. Sixteen page lot of mint and used 
singles and sets from assorted countries of the British 
Commonwealth with no Great Britain. Includes beloved 
classic treasures as well as modern topical treats, mainly 
F-VF. Occasional duplication. High overall catalog value. 
Photos show the entire lot. S.B. 350.00
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249  A beautiful set of 1935 Silver Jubilees mounted on 
pages. All colonies are included with one stamp missing, 
(Canada 216). Morocco Agencies overprints included. 
Fresh good-looking group deserving a serious bid. 
  S.B. 300.00

250  British Commonwealth from the Caribbean, Oceania, 
and others mainly new issues from the 1970’s and 1980’s. 
Contains several thousand mint stamps having useful 
duplication in a medium box. Clean and fresh in glassines 
with a few non-British coming as a bonus. Well worth our 
suggested bid. S.B. 250.00

BRITISH AFRICA

251 / Medium to better material put up on over 85, 102 size 
sales cards but, never offered for sale. Minor duplication 
of primarily “Kings” period issues with more mint than 
used. Set up for easy resale. S.B. 475.00

BRITISH AMERICA

252 / A beautiful selection arranged on 102 size sales cards 
but never offered for sale. About one hundred cards with 
many better sets and singles. All medium to better mate-
rial, set up for easy resale. S.B. 375.00

BRITISH CARIBBEAN

253 / Over one hundred sixty 102 size sales cards, almost 
all from the QE II period never offered for sale. A good 
amount of fresh very modern material that is mostly ma-
rine, fauna and flora with a little duplication. Great for 
the topical collector. Cat. 4150.00

BRITISH EUROPE

254 / Over one hundred 102 size sales cards, never offered 
for sale, mainly from the QE II period. Lots of mint with 
only a few used and much never hinged and minimal 
duplication. Set up for easy resale. Cat. 4675.00

EASTERN EUROPE

255 / Almost one hundred twenty 102 size sales cards never 
offered for sale. Better items throughout (see images). A 
great lot for show or internet stock. Cat. 2800.00

256 / A wonderful selection with strong Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary. Many early issues are included. These are clean 
stamps and remounting them in new albums would do 
wonders. S.B. 500.00

257 / Three cartons comprised of 18 albums or binders. 
Mainly Russia, Poland and Romania with some Czecho-
slovakia and Bulgaria as well.  No real highlights just a 
massive quantity of mainly familiar stamps for the money.  
Ideal for filling many spaces in country collections, selling 
by the volume or to take up space in box lots.  
  S.B. 400.00

258 / Selection from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in 
one carton. Encompasses thousands of mixed mint, used 
and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir 
sheets having duplication in albums or stockbooks. In-
cludes Russia and area to Hungary from 1871-1979 in a 
Scott album and slipcase and two stockbooks containing 
Romania, additional Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugosla-
via, Bosnia, Albania, Armenia, and Azerbaijan. Beneficial 
holding. S.B. 350.00

259 / Thousands of stamps with strongest being Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Romania. A wonderful 
amount to sort through and a dealer will have good ma-
terial for the internet. Collection continues to the 1980s 
with pages to 2007. You should take the time to view this 
especially useful group. S.B. 325.00

EUROPE

260 // Czechoslovakia, Germany and area selection in one 
carton. Contains thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps. Includes a remaindered album consisting of Ger-
many from 1902 to the 1940s and “area” from Bavaria, 
Danzig, Memel, Poland, Sebia, Saar, Wurttemberg, etc. 
roughly to the 1940s. Likewise entails two binders of over 
one hundred Czech postal history covers and another large 
binder of Czech stamps from 1918 to the 1940s having 
some early blocks and multiples. S.B. 350.00

FAR EAST

261 / Rising Sun of the Far East. Dignified one volume collec-
tion of postage stamps from Japan, Japanese occupation 
areas, Manchukuo and Ryukyu Islands, 1871-1969. All 
F-VF, with used stamps dominating in the early years 
and mint leading the way after 1940. Hinged carefully 
and expertly onto Minkus specialty pages, housed in a 
Minkus specialty album. High degree of completeness and 
packed with classic to modern singles, sets and souvenir 
sheets, missing only the more elusive stamps. Huge overall 
catalog value. Great entry opportunity into the world of 
Japanese stamps for any would be specialist.  
  S.B. 1400.00

262 / China and Hong Kong accumulation in a small box. 
Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used 
stamps having beneficial backup in two stockbooks. China 
runs roughly from the 1930s to the 1990s and Hong Kong 
from the 1880s to 2004. A very useful holding.  
  S.B. 290.00

IBERIAN PENINSULA

263 / Spain and Portugal assortment from the early 1900s 
to around 2000 in one carton. Thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir 
sheets in an album (remaindered) and five stockbooks 
having joyful duplication. One stockbook is loaded with 
Spanish and Portuguese mainly new issues. Can be broken 
down into saleable units. S.B. 290.00
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INDEPENDENT AFRICA

264 / About one hundred forty 102 size sales cards, never 
offered for sale, with good topical content. Strongest in 
ex British colonials followed by French. A fresh group 
mainly sets with little duplication. Set up for easy resale 
  Cat. 3150.00

LATIN AMERICA

265 / Collection of several thousand mostly different mounted 
on Scott specialty pages with issues to the 1960’s. Put 
together many years ago, the pages are clean, three albums 
are serviceable, one is falling apart. Includes 11 different 
countries (as shown in the photo) with Venezuela the most 
valuable. All countries have a extensive selection of early 
period followed by many mint sets. Great opportunity for 
expansion and acquire many hard to find stamps.  
  S.B. 1200.00

266 / Medium to better items arranged on almost 250, 102 
size sales cards but never offered for sale. Wide variety of 
countries involved. Low duplication. Includes a number 
of contemporary, hard to obtain issues.  Very clean and 
set up for easy resale. S.B. 750.00

267 / Scott albums includes Paraguay to the mid-1960s plus 
Nicaragua and Panama to the mid-1970s. Largely com-
plete and mostly mint. Strong back of the book for each 
country. A fabulous collection. S.B. 600.00

268 / Collection of Chili, Paraguay, Peru, and Cuba that 
will send your Latin America into high gear. Strong in 
the early years, continuing to the mid-1970s. Paraguay is 
the strongest but close examination will reveal the value 
throughout this group. S.B. 475.00

269 / Latin America collections/accumulation from the late 
19th Century to the 1980s in two cartons. Thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets in nine albums, 
stockbooks or pages. Best is Guatemala/Honduras collec-
tion in a Minkus album. Guatemala runs from 1871-1989 
includes 1894 unauthorized issues and other varieties 
while Honduras runs from 1866-1990 having strength 
from the 1880s to 1970s. Likewise involves Chile, Costa 
Rica, Argentina, Paraguay, Cuba, and Haiti. Terrific lot 
for the Latin aficionado. S.B. 400.00

MIDDLE EAST

270 / Almost ninety 102 size sales cards, never offered for 
sale. Strong in the European colonies. All medium to 
better material. Set up for easy resale. Cat. 3860.00

271 / Marvelous Middle East collection from 1920 to 1978 
in two clean Scott Specialty albums in a medium box. 
Incorporates several thousand mainly mint stamps but also 
some used in full, partial sets, and singles neatly mounted 
in black mounts. Includes as they come Bahrain, Syria, 
Oman, Kuwait, and Qatar. A very attractive lot.  
  S.B. 1000.00

272 / Medium to better items arranged on well over 200, 102 
size sales cards but never offered for sale. Wide variety of 
countries involved, even many from the colonial period. 
Minimal, helpful duplication.  Very clean and set up for 
easy resale. S.B. 1000.00

SCANDINAVIA

273 / Mounted collection of several hundred different in a 
clean Scott specialty album with issues to about 1960. 
The highest catalog value is in Denmark and Danish West 
Indies ($4517) and Iceland ($4111). Norway ($2730), 
Sweden ($2050) and Finland/Greenland ($1793) complete 
this holding. Excellent selection to start a comprehensive 
collection. Cat. 15150.00

274 / About seventy-five 102 size sales cards never offered for 
sale. Strongest in Iceland with no Denmark or Norway. All 
medium to better grade items. Set up for easy resale.  
  Cat. 3800.00

275 / Six albums, all used early, then mint and used turning 
all mint in the 1940s to the 1990’s. Loads of mint original 
gum, mint never hinged, and used sets. Owner’s 2019 
catalog breakdown: Aland $270.00, Danish West Indies 
$357.00, Denmark $3,321.00, Faroe Islands $543.00, 
Finland $3,854.00, Greenland $1,559.00, Iceland $5,429, 
Norway $4,390.00, and Sweden $3,670.00. Anyone inter-
ested in Scandinavia will find quality collections to build 
upon and complete. S.B. 1900.00

276 / Arranged on 102 size sales cards but never offered 
for sale. Iceland appears to be the strongest followed by 
Denmark and Norway. Better sets and singles with a nice 
group of early singles. Over one hundred seventy-five 
cards mostly mint with much never hinged. Set up for 
easy resale. S.B. 900.00

277 / Sensational Scandinavia collections/accumulation 
from the 1850s to the 2000s in six cartons from the 
Sparta estate. Incorporates thousands and thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, single 
and souvenir sheets in Stenders from Arhus, Denmark, 
other albums, several stockbooks, folders etc. Likewise 
involves new issues still in their shipping envelopes from 
the early 2000s from Iceland, Faroe Islands, Aland and 
year sets mostly from Iceland and Greenland from 1980s 
to the 1990s. Albums contain collections from Iceland, 
Finland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Greenland, Aland, 
and Faroe Islands. This area was the collector’s passion.  
Scandinavia specialists will like this holding.  
  S.B. 850.00

278 / Norway from 1855-1995 and Sweden from 1858-1995 
collection in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, and singles. A good bread and butter collection worth 
exploring. S.B. 300.00

SOUTHEAST ASIA

279 / Four albums in a medium box encompassing Laos, Cam-
bodia and Viet Nam. The first two are mostly mint, hinged 
in Minkus albums to the early 1970’s. The Viet Nam is 
in a pair of albums. One is mostly used in a non-descript 
three-ring binder, the other is a remaindered springback 
with much never hinged. S.B. 300.00

WESTERN EUROPE

280 / About one hundred ninety 102 size sales cards, never 
offered for sale, with a wonderful selection of better sets 
and singles. Well balanced content with almost no 19th 
century. Setup for easy resale. Cat. 7700.00
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281 / Collections from 1850s to the 2000s in eight cartons. 
Encompasses thousands and thousands of mixed mint and 
used stamps in thirty Scott Specialty albums. Incorporates 
full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Contains 
Great Britian having a used #1, Channel Islands, Swit-
zerland, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, 
Germany, Ireland, and Austria. Coming along for the ride 
is the United States in three albums having face to count 
as well as two Canada albums. But wait, there are two 
cartons that have additional, extra material too. Worth a 
good look. S.B. 5000.00

282 / Forty-five 102 size sales cards, mostly Trieste (AMG), 
never offered for sale. An attractive quality selection that 
deserves appreciative viewing. These will be a highlight 
in your collection. Cat. 2650.00

283 / Medium to better items arranged on well over 250, 102 
size sales cards but never offered for sale. Wide variety 
of countries involved. Nearly all 20th century issues, with 
many mint, og, or NH sets. Low duplication.  Very clean 
and set up for easy resale. S.B. 1400.00

284 / Seven Lighthouse Albums including Austria, Belgium, 
France, Great Britain, Greece and Italy mainly mint or 
never hinged sets and souvenir sheets. Most begin around 
1950 or a little earlier and continue to the late 1960s early 
1970s. Better items throughout and very clean.  
  S.B. 1100.00

285 / Sophisticated Classics. Eight page lot of mostly used 
singles and sets from Western Europe, nineteenth century 
to 1930s, mainly F-VF. Occasional duplication. Total 
catalog value is in the thousands of dollars. Nice items to 
add to your collection or dealer stock. Photos show the 
entire lot. S.B. 1050.00

286 / Half a dozen collections plus a little more. Strongest is 
France followed by Luxembourg. Strength in semipostals 
and offices. Also, better cancelations add to the interest of 
this material. S.B. 800.00

287 / Western Europe collections in one carton. Encompasses 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in three Scott albums and 
one stockbook. Consists of Switzerland from 1858 to the 
1990s having mostly mint from 1953 to end. Highlights 
are mint #293-309 and B80. Likewise includes Greece 
1886-1990 having  some interesting, better items, and 
Monaco 1885-1973 in an album and a stockbook many 
mint to the 1990s. Ideal for the worldwide collector.  
  S.B. 650.00

288 / Thousands of stamps in albums, stockbooks and 
glassines virtually all mint with most never hinged. Italy, 
Belgium, Austria and Greece are the strongest. The many 
sets and souvenir sheets add to the desirability of this 
group. S.B. 375.00

ASCENSION

289  Mint complete collection from 1922 to 1987 less perf 
varieties on Scott pages in a small box. Hundreds and hun-
dreds of stamps in full sets and singles nicely mounted in 
black mounts. Ready for continuation into contemporary 
times. Cat. 1900.00

AUSTRALIA AND AREAS

290  Two part lot. Part one: New issues in original post of-
fice packaging with almost $1,200 Australian face. Part 
two: Contemporary never hinged Australia and areas in 
glassines. Great material for dealer stock or for the inter-
net. Make time to view this group. S.B. 375.00

AUSTRIA

291 / Beautiful collection in two Palo hingless albums with 
dust cases. Starts moderately filled mostly used turning 
mint largely complete in the early twentieth century and 
all mint beginning in the 1940s and ending in 1989. Good 
mint and used back of the book. S.B. 500.00

292 / Mounted collection of a couple thousand stamps to the 
late 1980s. Owners 2022 catalog nearly $5000.00. Useful 
duplication and back of the book make this an appealing 
lot. S.B. 400.00

293 / Austria collection from 1850 to 1995 in a clean Scott 
Specialty album. Encompasses thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Includes 
some better, BOB, a few specimens etc. Super collection 
worthy of your attention. S.B. 300.00

BELGIUM

294 / Over seventy-five 102 size sales cards, almost all mint 
twentieth century with much never hinged and never of-
fered for sale. Primarily complete sets with better items 
with a bit of duplication. Set up for easy resale.  
  Cat. 2575.00

BELGIUM AND BELGIAN CONGO

295 / An especially clean and fresh accumulation of over one 
thousand stamps and souvenir sheets, mostly mint. Nice 
group of a popular area. S.B. 300.00

BERMUDA

296 / A wonderful beginning to a Bermuda collection on Scott 
pages. Complete from 1936 to the mid-1980s. It is mint 
and mostly never hinged. British collectors be certain you 
look at this group. S.B. 350.00

CAMBODIA

297  Fresh and clean mint never hinged accumulation great 
for internet sales or to add to show stock. A variety of top-
ics from dinosaurs to space. Most are on 102 size sales 
cards. S.B. 300.00

CANADA

298 / Collection of regular issues to 1989 in a Scott special-
ized album. Starts with a nice group of used Large and 
Small Queens. Then all mint beginning with the Jubilees, 
followed by helpful Victoria Maple Leafs and Numerals, 
Tercetnnaries, coils and Cavell set. Largely complete from 
the 1930s on. Cat. 12000.00
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299 / About one hundred fifty 102 size sales cards, were never 
offered for sale with mid to better items. Includes good 
back of the book and coils with minimum duplication. Set 
up for easy resale. Cat. 8950.00

300 / Stock page of better values in mixed condition. Offered 
cheaply. Cat. 7900.00

301 / Wonderful selection with better values and sets on sales 
pages. Quality material throughout with the later never 
hinged. Strong selection of Admirals including coils and 
imperfs, then continuing to the early 1950s. Better sets 
from this era are 162-177, 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 
and 268-273. Good back of the book including officials 
and revenues. There are also a few better items from the 
provinces. This lot deserves an extended viewing to be 
fully appreciated. S.B. 2000.00

302 / Nice group arranged on 102 size sales cards but never 
offered for sale. Better items beginning with #20 and 
continuing to the 300’s also, better back of the book. Over 
hundred forty cards with little duplication. Set up for easy 
resale. S.B. 1800.00

303 / Collection of regular issues in a Unity album beginning 
with the decimal issue going to the mid-1980s. Mixed 
mint and used to the Cavell set then complete, all mint, 
apparently all NH to the end. S.B. 1350.00

304 / A useful group including a lightly populated Ace album, 
pages, envelopes, and glassines. There is good duplication 
in the envelopes for lists or internet sales and a small box 
of coils. Pages have useful items and a mint sheet is part 
of the mix. Dealers and collectors will find this a desirable 
lot. S.B. 550.00

305  Canada 1991-2009 twenty different presentation books 
having about $780.00 face. In a banker box. As received 
from Canada Post. Weight roughly 46 lbs. S.B. 240.00

306 // Selection mostly from the 1960s to the late 1980s in 
two banker boxes. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds 
of mint and some used stamps having duplication. Mainly 
purchased from the postal authority when they were 
released. Spotted Bileski stamp and FDC items from the 
1970s which are still in their original envelopes, some 
postage to count, other FDC’s plus miscellany. All in all, 
a most purposeful lot. S.B. 150.00

CANADA AND PROVINCES

307 / A wonderful collection in three Scott albums beginning 
with a #1 and a good group of Large and Small Queens. 
This is followed by mint Jubilees with two higher de-
nominations having certification. Well populated to 2017. 
The provinces have better items throughout (see images). 
Mixed condition on earlies as expected. Good bread and 
butter selection. S.B. 2500.00

308 / Old dealer inventory on #102 cards in medium box. 
Encompasses owner’s count of 107 mainly mint but 
also some used stamps. Includes Jubilees to fifty cents 
and 1908 Quebec Centenary. Provinces involves New 
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and 
Newfoundland 1865 to 1896 issues.  Entails owner’s 2022 
catalog of $6,000.00. Check out the copious scans.  
  S.B. 450.00

CHILE

309 / Charming Chile collection from 1853 to 1976 in a 
clean Scott Specialty album. Incorporates hundreds and 
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black 
mounts. A very interesting collection. S.B. 1100.00

CHINA

310 / A collection from the first issue Imperials to ROC in the 
late 1970’s, mounted many years ago on Minkus pages. 
The earlies are sporadic but, quickly picks up in the late 
19th century. Many better throughout, along with many 
mint sets. S.B. 3750.00

311 / China assortment from the 1890s to the early 1900s 
in a small box. Nearly 140 mixed mint and used stamps 
having duplication on stock pages. Fantastic variety for 
your Chinese collection. All stamps have been scanned.  
  S.B. 800.00

312 / A wonderful collection of several hundred different 
mounted in clean Scott specialty albums with issues to 
the late 1970s. Includes Imperial, ROC, and PRC. All the 
early PRC are reprints. Perfect opportunity for a serious 
collecting endeavor. S.B. 750.00

313  An accumulation of almost all PRC in two stockbooks. 
Mini sheets, souvenir sheets and booklets that are fresh 
and clean populate this selection. A wonderful group for 
the internet dealer with useful duplication. S.B. 600.00

314  Chinese Philately in the 1970s and 1980s. Over 800 
mint stamps neatly mounted on around eighty homemade 
pages, F-VF. Appears to be all NH. Approximately 200 
stamps come from the PRC; roughly 600 are from the 
ROC. Many stamps have Scott catalog numbers; all mate-
rial is marked with a retail value from an unknown date. 
Ready to be added to a dealer’s stock or transferred to a 
new owner’s collection. S.B. 375.00

315 / Wonderful beginners collection for China. Includes 
Imperial China, Republic of China and PRC. Sound 
stamps with a few better items in a pizza box. Also, loose 
homemade pages with sheets and blocks. S.B. 300.00

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA

316 / Six different better sets. All but the “Thoughts” set are 
NH. All have small problems but appear F-VF on the 
front. Cat. 2845.00

317 / People’s Republic of China collection from 1950 to 
1982 in a medium box from the Sparta estate. Contains 
hundreds and hundreds of mint, used and CTO stamps in 
full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets in a Harris 
album. Highlights include mint Scott #1518 Education 
Smiling Girl, 1540 and 1586 Monkey. Plenty of mid-range 
items to view. Scans show what you will be bidding on 
and will receive if successful. A marvelous collection that 
must be seen to appreciate. S.B. 2000.00

318 /FDC Selection in six binders appearing to have been pur-
chased as new issues basically from 1983-1984 in one 
carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint 
stamps in full sets, singles, FDCs, and postal stationery 
having some duplication. Readily saleable. S.B. 250.00
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CRETE

319 / A selection of Crete stamps from the British Postal 
Administration, Crete government, French offices, and 
Austria offices. A good beginning to a challenging area. 
Close inspection is encouraged to fully appreciate.  
  S.B. 400.00

CUBA

320  Attention entrepreneurs. Instant business opportunity. 
Selection from the 1930s to 2018 in two cartons. Thou-
sands and thousands of mint NH and in full sets and sou-
venir sheets having profitable duplication in six binders. 
Well organized up to 2012; then sorted by year to 2018 in 
manila folders. Strongest in the Castro period. Certainly 
worth a very serious consideration. S.B. 1800.00

321 // Viva Cuba. Collection/accumulation roughly from the 
1870s to 1960 in one carton. Encompasses thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps having duplication on Scott 
Specialty pages in an album, binder and one stockbook 
of extras. The collection includes classics and all kinds of 
interesting  extras in blocks of four, imperforates, multiples 
and revenues. Untouched lot collected by a Cuban who 
fled the island after Castro took power. S.B. 1500.00

322 / Good selection of Spanish both mint and used begin 
this Scott album. After the U.S. overprints it becomes very 
complete (many times parallel mint and used) from 1899 
to 1962. The well populated back of the book enhances 
this quality selection. A highly delightful collection.  
  S.B. 1200.00

323 / Cuba assortment from 1870 to 1960 in a medium box. 
Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having favorable duplica-
tion on album pages. Consists of a mishmash of collections 
having many good values and sets. Strong in the Spanish 
and United States administrations making this a “must 
see” offering. S.B. 650.00

324 / Mostly mint in eight Palo albums with slip cases and 
pages to 2018. Strong coverage from the Castro period 
through 2005 with images of early period. S.B. 650.00

CYPRUS

325 / Collection in a Scott official album with slipcase. mod-
erately populated through the 1920’s then, well populated 
with never hinged starting in the 1940s and continuing to 
2009. S.B. 300.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

326 / A collector’s accumulation of familiar Czechoslova-
kian stamps in glassines, stockbooks and mounted in an 
album. S.B. 100.00

DENMARK

327  Mounted collection of several hundred different used 
in a clean Scott specialty album with issues to the early 
1990’S. Strong early selection and a few interesting covers 
included. An original collector’s collection waiting to be 
continued. Cat. 7200.00

328 / Over eighty 102 size sales cards with, never offered for 
sale, mid to better material having some better duplication. 
A nice group including back of the book and well worth 
your time to view. Set up for easy resale. Cat. 6200.00

329  A wide variety of a couple hundred booklets with a little 
duplication, identified in glassines. Great for show stock, 
lists or the internet. A clean group. Cat. 3400.00

330  Collection of 135 different booklets running from the 
early 1980’s to about 2010. All VF or better.  
  Cat. 2150.00

331 / Great beginner collection with better items throughout. 
Strong in the early years and desirable back of the book 
items. S.B. 300.00

ECUADOR

332 / More than Just Bananas. Neat, clean collection of 
stamps and souvenir sheets from Ecuador, 1880s to late 
1970s. Includes plenty of BOB. Mounted or hinged onto 
Scott specialty pages. Sparsely populated in the early 
years, but rather complete from 1940s on, with numer-
ous sets and full pages. Missing some of the more elusive 
stamps. F-VF. Mint stamps are og or NH. Attractive picto-
rial history of Ecuador’s history. S.B. 300.00

EQUATORIAL GUINEA

333  Three-volume collection of around one thousand mint 
stamps from the post-Independence period, 1968-1977. 
Almost complete for the time period with singles and sets. 
F-VF, NH, mainly unlisted. Arranged and mounted with 
care, filled with eye-catching topical images.  
  S.B. 300.00

ESTONIA

334  Estonian Treasure. Three-volume mint collection of 
singles, sets, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, and book-
lets, 1991-2018. NH, F-VF. Almost complete for the time 
period, with specialized items present. Mounted on Scott 
specialty pages or quadrilled pages and housed in Scott 
specialty binders with slipcases. Also, features material in 
archival display pages. Extraordinarily neat and clean.  
  S.B. 375.00

ETHIOPIA

335 / Admirable holding of Ethiopian stamps. Mixed mint 
and used collection, 1895 to 1980. Mounted onto blank 
Scott specialty pages and identified by year and Scott 
catalog number. Unusually high number of complete mint 
sets, becoming increasingly never hinged in the 1950s 
and later. Includes a good number of pre-WWI printing 
varieties, freaks, and oddities. Mainly F-VF. Some stamps 
might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. One of 
the most attractive collections of this area that we have 
seen in recent years. Please allow sufficient time to view 
the scans. S.B. 1000.00
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FAROE ISLANDS

336  All never hinged singles and sets F-VF or better identi-
fied in glassines. Sensible wholesale quantities which are 
good for lists. A quality group for you to look over.  
  Cat. 7500.00

FRANCE

337  Art as an Investment. One mint sheet book, with twelve 
double-sided pages, filled with sheetlets, sheets and 
singles or sets of French art stamps. Mainly 1960s and 
1970s. Hundreds of stamps or sheets in VF condition, mint 
never hinged. At times substantial duplication. Offered at 
a fraction of the total catalog value. Dress up your col-
lection, use some items for trading with collector friends 
and put the rest of the material in your safety deposit box 
for future appreciation. Cat. 3000.00

338  Three Minkus Master Global Stamp Albums holding 
a collection from 1960 to 2017 with all F-VF or better. 
Numerous souvenir sheets, mini sheets, booklet panes 
and strips throughout plus other items of interest. Catalog 
value of over €4300. A desirable modern group that should 
not be overlooked. S.B. 900.00

339 / France 19th Century assortment in a small box. Around 
175 mixed mint and used stamps having duplication on 
stock pages. Fabulous for searching for cancellations and 
varieties. Good pickings for your French collection. All 
stamps have been scanned S.B. 800.00

340 / Collection from 1849 to 1979 in a Scott Specialty 
album. Consists of thousands of mixed mint and used 
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and decent BOB in-
cluding semi-postals. Earlies are mostly used while from 
1939 onward are mainly mint. Spotted some better sets. 
Likewise involves offices in China too. S.B. 750.00

341  A Lindner stockbook with over five hundred nineteenth 
century stamps with high catalog value. Good for shades, 
reports and cancel pickings. Now is the time to add depth 
to your collection. S.B. 375.00

FRANCE AND COLONIES

342 / France and French colonies, offices, etc. Eight-volume 
extensive, exemplary collection of the French area. The 
stamps of France run from 1849-1990, French colonies, 
etc. start in the nineteenth or early twentieth century and 
continue through the 1970s. Mixed mint and used, with 
many complete sets throughout. Mint material begins as 
hinged and changes over to never hinged in the 1940s, 
1950s and later. Mounted carefully and expertly onto Scott 
specialty or blank pages, housed in slightly worn Scott 
specialty albums. Page after page of thorough coverage 
of definitives, commemoratives and BOB. High degree 
of completeness, missing only the most elusive stamps. 
Memorable representation of classics and huge overall 
catalog value. Take a look at the many scans and treat 
yourself to an in person viewing of this stunning hold-
ing. S.B. 7000.00

343 / About eighty 102 size sales cards never offered for 
sale. About equal value between France and the colonies. 
Mostly mint selection with better items throughout with 
little duplication. Cat. 2600.00

344 / A wonderful selection arranged on 102 size sales cards 
but never offered for sale. Over one hundred eighty cards 
with about ¾ of the value in France. Semi postals are better 
than normally seen. All better sets and singles throughout. 
Set up for easy resale. S.B. 700.00

FRENCH COLONIES

345 / Three French colonies collections in a medium box. 
Incorporates several thousand mixed mint and used stamps 
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in three 
binders. Involves Indochina and New Caledonia from 
1891 to the 1960s and Cambodia 1951-1962 mostly mint 
complete having several deluxe proofs and imperforate 
blocks and pairs. A delightful lot. S.B. 500.00

FRENCH AFRICA

346 / Collection from the early 1900s to the 1960s in a Scott 
Specialty album. Contains hundreds and hundreds of 
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and 
singles. Includes Algeria, Cameroun, Dahomey, Gabon 
Equatorial, West Africa, Morocco etc. Worth a look. 
  S.B. 350.00

FRENCH ANDORRA

347  Fabulous French Andorra collection from 1932 to 1987 
in a Scott Specialty album. Contains hundreds of mint 
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles neatly mounted in 
black mounts. Popular French related area worthy of your 
attention. S.B. 475.00

FRECH POLYNESIA

348  Fantastique French Polynesia complete collection 
from 1892 to 1987 in a sparkling Scott Specialty album. 
Includes a thousand or so stamps in full sets, singles, and 
souvenir sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. Appears 
to be all NH after spot checking. Ready for continuation 
to contemporary times. S.B. 1600.00

349  A beautiful group of a mostly never hinged collection. 
Clean and fresh with many early items and modern sou-
venir sheets. Remounting this selection in a new album 
will do wonders. S.B. 1300.00

FRENCH SOUTHERN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY

350  Complete collection to 1989 with almost all never hinged.  
Wonderful fresh material that will enhance your philatelic 
holding. Cat. 3170.00

GERMAN STATES

351 / A comprehensive selection including some very fine 
copies with nice cancels, although some mixed condition. 
Strong areas throughout from Bavaria to Thurn and Taxis 
to Wurttemberg with complete mint of Mechlenburg-Stre-
litz. S.B. 750.00
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GERMANY

352  Five Scott specialty albums from 1946 to very recent 
material mostly never hinged. Largely complete.  A won-
derful selection to continue. S.B. 750.00

353 / Mounted collection of a couple thousand mostly differ-
ent put together decades ago. Starts in 1920 and runs to 
the late 1940’s with substantial value in semi-postals and 
occupation zones. Also includes some East Germany.  The 
album may be old, but the stamps are in sound condition 
with the mint being fresh. A solid collection. S.B. 475.00

354  Back of the book to 1945 with an exceptional Semi-
Postal selection and the airmail section which includes 
a few Zeppelins. You will find this a desirable group for 
improving your collection. S.B. 425.00

GERMANY AND BERLIN

355 / Collection in three volumes of Scott Specialty albums 
in one carton. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of 
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles 
and souvenir sheets. Consists of Berlin from 1970-1987, 
DDR from 1948-1967, 1971-1989, and Federal Republic 
from 1949-1994. Likewise includes two stockbooks 
packed with thousands and thousands of used stamps 
having enormous duplication. S.B. 400.00

GERMAN OFFICES AND COLONIES

356 / A selection of primarily mint. Well populated and bal-
anced. Includes many of the higher values along with a 
few specialty items. Nice collection to further expand  
  S.B. 500.00

GERMANY AND AREAS

357 / Germany and Area accumulation from the early 
1900s to the 1980s in a banker box. Involves thousands 
and thousands of mint and used stamps having plenty of 
duplication on stock pages, album pages and two small 
boxes filled with glassines. Tremendous for searching for 
cancellations, colors, and other types of varieties. A fun, 
educational lot. S.B. 600.00

358 / Two albums, one Schaubek and one Lighthouse with a 
quality selection of World War II items. Germany strong 
in Semi-Postals and German Territories strong in Serbia 
and Poland. An attractive group that will attract attention 
among the Germany collectors. S.B. 500.00

359 / Early Germany through DDR in albums, stockbook 
and cards, with souvenir sheets and better items. Great 
lot to build stock or sell on the internet. Includes some 
old German currency. S.B. 450.00

360 / Selection in a banker box. Incorporates thousands of 
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, 
and a few souvenir sheets having useful duplication. En-
tails the late 19th Century to 1990 in eight counter books 
with over 500 pages having older catalog values on some 
pages, plus some not cataloged. Includes four books of 
Germany, two DDR, and one Bavaria. Take note German 
fans; this lot might be just what you are looking for.  
  S.B. 300.00

GERMAN AREAS

361 / Collection of post war occupation zones in a Scott 
specialty album. 1N’s to 16N’s mostly mint with much 
never hinged. Nice selection. S.B. 500.00

362 / Scott specialty album holding plebiscite and occupied 
areas. The Saar is the strongest with better sets, followed 
by General Government. Also, better material from 
Danzig and Upper Silesia. A mostly mint selection. 
  S.B. 400.00

EAST GERMANY

363 / Wonderful collection in three contemporary Scott spe-
cialty albums with dust case. Mostly mint never hinged 
with much of the earlies hinged. Almost complete. This 
is an excellent selection that you should give thoughtful 
consideration. S.B. 600.00

364 / Exciting East Germany complete collection from 1948 
to 1990 in a sparkling, chubby Scott Specialty album. 
Includes thousands of mint and used stamps in full sets, 
singles, and souvenir sheets carefully mounted in black 
mounts. Also entails some Soviet Zone issues.  An op-
portunity to own a complete “dead” country. 
  S.B. 550.00

GIBRALTAR

365 / Collection to 2019 that is mostly mint. A clean and fresh 
group that you will enjoy continuing. S.B. 450.00

GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS

366  Gilbert and Ellice from 1953-1979 and Kiribati 1995-
2005 in two KaBe hingeless albums in a medium carton. 
Hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir 
sheets all appearing to be never hinged. A beautiful clean 
and fresh group for you to build upon. S.B. 150.00

GREAT BRITAIN

367  Britain Booklet Bonanza. Multi-part mint booklet col-
lection, mainly late 1960s to around 2022, in twenty-eight 
volumes. Seems to be complete for the time period. Me-
ticulously organized and carefully mounted, with each sec-
tion and booklet identified by Stanley Gibbons catalogue 
number, described, and explained. Dazzling in its display 
of material in assorted denominations and impressive in 
its attention to printing details. Clean, lovingly assembled 
and post office fresh in appearance. Protected by archival 
sleeves. Noteworthy due to its collector appeal. One of 
the most extensive and sophisticated assemblages of this 
important part of modern British postal production that 
we have offered in recent times. S.B. 1500.00
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368 / Old dealer inventory on fully described #102 cards in 
a binder in a medium box having the owner’s count of 
294 stamps. Involves mostly Queen Victoria useful used 
issues having duplication. Entails several complete plate 
number sets and Jubilee issues to the pound value having 
all color varieties. King George V represented by Congress 
issue varieties including inverted, sideway watermarks, 
multiples, control number tabs etc. 99% appear undam-
aged noting two high  stamps with no gum. High catalog 
value. Check out the numerous scans. S.B. 1200.00

369 / Collection from the 1850s to 2000 in one carton from the 
Red Bird estate. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of 
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets and singles 
in three Lighthouse hingeless albums which two have 
slipcases. Highlights include used Scott  #110, (signed 
Scheller), 124, and 142. Also, a wee bit of postage too. A 
solid start to a nice British collection. S.B. 650.00

370 / Collection on Minkus pages from 1840 to 1977 in a 
medium box. Several thousand mixed mint and used 
stamps in full, partial sets and singles having the owner’s 
catalog value of $19,000 which includes a page of suspect 
Heligoland. Highlights include used Scott #1, 57, and 
124. Scans indicate what are the pertinent issues in this 
offering. Well worth your attention. S.B. 600.00

371 / Wonderful selection with numerous early issues in 
stockbooks continuing to Machin’s. Specialized areas and 
watermark inverts add to this group. A great starter collec-
tion for a serious Great Britain collector and remounting 
in a new album will do wonders. S.B. 500.00

372  Huge catalog value and offered appropriately. Great for 
cancelations, watermarks, shades and #33 plate studies. 
Includes enough useful material to justify active bidding. 
Well worth your time to view. S.B. 475.00

373 // Machin Head Definitives. Two-box lot with eight vol-
umes of Machin stamps in common and unusual denomi-
nations and formats, 1967-2022. Chronicles the design 
process and use of these popular stamps. Includes mint 
and used items as well as multiples, booklets, sheetlets, 
training stamps, forgeries and on-cover material. Mint 
stamps appear to be all NH F-VF or better. Expertly orga-
nized, with clear identification, description, and analysis. 
Mounted and displayed on specialty, homemade, and 
VARIO pages and housed in upscale binders (most with 
slipcases). Dramatic in its scope and impressive in its clar-
ity and attention to detail. Photos provide an introduction 
to the lot; viewing in person is recommended.  
  S.B. 400.00

374 / Focus on Great Britain. Assorted small specialty collec-
tions residing in ten binders, plus one red box filled with 
a good number of 102 cards containing British, Baltic, 
etc. singles and sets in beneficial duplication. We noticed 
local and regional issues, stamps used to pay revenue fees 
on documents, stamps overprinted for governmental and 
commercial purposes, labels produced from FRAMA 
machines, mail-test markings, machine-vended postage, 
Machin perfins, FDCs, special event covers, and post 
label sheets. F-VF. Clean, pleasing philatelic bonanza 
for collectors of Great Britain stamps who are looking 
for something off the beaten path. S.B. 375.00

375 // The Penny Lilac. Three-volume compilation of material 
involving Great Britain’s beloved Penny Lilac, 1881-1901. 
Chronicles the design and use of this popular stamp, with 
attention to watermark and printing varieties. Includes 
mint and used stamps as well as on-cover material. Loaded 
with background information. Admirable in its organiza-
tion and analysis. Mounted and displayed on VARIO pages 
and housed in quality binders with slipcases.  
  S.B. 300.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND OFFICES

376 / Collection mounted on pages in a homemade binder. 
Wonderful early material continuing inconsistently to 
the 1980s. Machin regional issues and some colonials 
complete this group. Since it is homemade, take time to 
view it to appreciate what is included. S.B. 650.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND CHANNEL ISLANDS

377  A wonderful selection of all never hinged including 
twenty different prestige booklets cataloging $754.00. 
This is a quality selection that will please any British 
collector. S.B. 350.00

GREAT BRITAIN (CHANNEL ISLANDS)

378  All never hinged sets and souvenir sheets F-VF or 
better, sorted and identified in glassines. Includes Jersey 
and Isle of Man with the first mentioned about 90% of 
the value. Includes moderate quantities suitable for stock 
or lists Cat. 3250.00

GREECE

379  Fourteen better sets from the mid 1940’s to late 1950’s. 
All og F-VF. Cat. 1888.00

GREECE AND AREAS

380 / Hellenic Heaven. Collection from 1861 to 2001 in five 
Lindner hingeless albums in a carton. Contains thousands 
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, 
partial sets, and singles having joyful duplicates. Crete 
is the strongest in the “areas.” Other areas are beneficial 
too. Could involve some interesting cancellations, shades, 
and other varieties. One of the nicest Greek collections 
that we have handled in quite some time. So, get a glass 
of ouzo and a plate of baklava and you are now ready to 
view this lot.  Check out the copious scans. S.B. 4500.00

GUATEMALA

381 / Mounted collection of several hundred with issues to 
about 1990 mounted on Reitsema pages. It includes sev-
eral overprint varieties and inverted centers. A desirable 
holding that will appeal to the Latin America collector.  
  S.B. 550.00
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HAITI

382 / Scott specialty album containing a strong selection of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century overprint 
types. Nearly complete from 1929 to 1980 for the regular 
and all the back of the book issues. A fabulous collec-
tion. S.B. 350.00

HONG KONG

383 / Hong Kong collection from 1988-2008 in a small box. 
Hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint but also some used 
stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets 
nicely mounted on quadrille pages. Would benefit from 
remounting into an album. S.B. 220.00

HUNGARY

384 / Happy Hungary collection from 1871 to 1980 in two 
sparkling Scott Specialty albums in a medium box. 
Encompasses thousands and thousands of mixed mint 
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and a few 
souvenir sheets neatly mounted in black mounts. Strong 
BOB. Copious photos show the story of this out of sight 
collection. Worth a bid S.B. 1500.00

385 / The Story of Hungary and Its People. Three volume 
collection of singles, sets, souvenir sheets and more from 
1871-2005 mostly F-VF,  with used stamps dominating in 
the early years and mint og or mint NH leading the way 
after 1930. Mounted carefully and expertly on Minkus 
specialty pages, housed in Minkus specialty albums. 
High degree of completeness, missing only the more 
elusive stamps. Includes extensive coverage of BOB  
with much mint material from the occupations, Banat 
Bacska, Baranya, Debrechen  and Temesvar. Huge overall 
catalog value. Some stamps might require an expert’s eye 
for full evaluation. A memorable collection of a popular 
specialty. S.B. 800.00

ICELAND

386 / A well-organized inventory from the mid-1920’s to late 
1970’s with huge catalog value. Great for someone who 
does lists. Quality material that deserves a serious view.  
  S.B. 1200.00

INDIA

387  Collection of several hundred different from 1950 to 
2016 in a Lighthouse stock book. All are never hinged 
F-VF or better. Comprehensive for the time period. 
  Cat. 2650.00

IRELAND

388 / Luck of the Irish. Memorable collection of mint and 
used Irish stamps, including BOB, 1922-1990. Looks to 
be complete for the time period. All stamps in mounts, 
expertly affixed to Scott specialty pages and housed in a 
like-new Scott specialty binder. All F-VF, with a mix of 
hinged and NH material. Features an expertized example 
of Scott #38, mint. Strong holding of a popular country.  
  S.B. 1000.00

ITALY

389  Accumulation of several hundred sorted on to 3 
stockpages. Runs from the late 19th century to early 
1950’s with useable duplication, which would be great 
for lists. All are better grade. Includes many complete 
sets all Fine or better condition. Good profit potential. 
  Cat. 20300.00

390  Accumulation of several hundred mint sets sorted on 
to 4 stockpages. Runs from the 1920’s to early 1950’s 
with light duplication, which would be great for lists. All 
are better grade and upon spot checking, the majority are 
lightly hinged. Good profit potential. Cat. 12060.00

391 / About forty-five 102 size sales cards, mostly mint, and 
never offered for sale. All medium to better grade with 
minimal duplication. Set up for easy resale.  
  Cat. 4150.00

392 / Arranged on 102 size sales cards but never offered for 
sale. Over 170 cards with many better sets and singles 
also good back of the book. Set up for easy resale. 
  S.B. 2000.00

93 / Selection from the late 19th Century to the early 1900s 
in a small box. Roughly 175 mixed mint and used stamps 
having duplication on stock pages. Tremendous for 
searching for cancels or varieties. Your Italian collection 
will grow if you purchase this lot. All stamps have been 
scanned. S.B. 500.00

394  Never hinged sets in useable wholesale quantities great 
for lists and internet. Make time to inspect these to fully 
appreciate. S.B. 300.00

ITALY AND AREAS

395  Over forty-five 102 size sales cards, mostly mint, never 
offered for sale. Mainly colonies, offices, plus San Marino 
and a few Vatican City. A delightful selection. Set up for 
easy resale. Cat. 2000.00

396 / A wonderful selection arranged on 102 size sales cards 
but never offered for sale. Italy, Eritrea, AMG, and more 
with lots of never hinged. Approximately 140 cards of 
better sets and singles. Set up for easy resale. 
  S.B. 1600.00

397 / High catalog value hoard in stockbooks, binders and 
sheet files. Stock books contain much AMG and Vatican 
City. Hundreds of sheets and mini sheets here to profit 
from on the internet or at shows. S.B. 950.00

398  Small group of useful items. Mostly F-VF S.B. 200.00

ITALIAN AREAS

399  A beautiful collection mounted on Bush pages of AMG 
issues. Contains several hundred different including 
regular issues, airmails, parcel post, postage due and tax 
stamps. Includes specialty material like double overprints 
and gutter pairs plus. The images tell the story, however, 
viewing in person would be a treat. S.B. 1300.00
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ITALY-TRIESTE

400  Outstanding selection of Allied Military Government 
(AMG) revenues on Bush pages. Includes lots of specialty 
material as per Sassone and Bush. Fresh group with scarce 
items and almost all never hinged. Includes many seldom 
seen items. S.B. 700.00

401 / Eleven pages of revenues including scarce examples and 
on documents. Interesting items and for the specialist.  
  S.B. 500.00

JAPAN

402 / Joyful Japan collection from 1876 to 1979 in a sparkling 
Scott Specialty album. Encompasses hundreds and hun-
dreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles 
and souvenir sheets neatly mounted in black mounts. 
Bread and butter collection is well worth our suggested 
bid. Cat. 2600.00

403 / A wonderful selection beginning in 1894 and virtually 
complete to 2000 plus extras. Sets, souvenir sheets and 
mini sheets are accompanied by Japan Occupation stamps. 
This is an outstanding group with only a couple used 
items. S.B. 2300.00

404  Collection in a Minkus Master Global Stamp Album 
from the early 1960s to 2016 all mint. Souvenir sheets and 
mini sheets make this a desirable selection. Items under 
¥50 were not counted in the ¥586,000 catalog value. A 
beautiful collection certainly worth investigating.  
  Face 2000.00

4
05  Nice bread and butter stock identified on sales cards 

never offered for sale.  Several hundred running to about 
1980, the vast majority mint never hinged with minimal 
duplication. Includes some souvenir sheets and booklets 
housed in glassines.  No big ticket items and no back of 
the book spotted but this will fill many holes in a Japan 
collection or create a useful dealer stock.  Owner’s catalog 
value exceeds $4500. S.B. 600.00

406 / Collection from 1949 to 2003 in four Lighthouse 
hingeless albums and slipcases in one carton. Hundreds 
and hundreds of mostly used stamps having some mint 
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Also, 
includes a stockbook of extras having duplication. Well 
worth our opening bid just for the albums alone.  
  S.B. 250.00

KOREA

407 / Collection on Scott pages and well populated to the mid-
1980s. A great starter collection that would benefit from 
an album cover. Cat. 2640.00

LATVIA

408  Latvian Gems. Six-volume mint collection of singles, 
sets, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, and booklets, 1992-
2018. NH, F-VF. Almost complete for the time period. 
Mounted on Scott specialty pages or quadrilled pages 
and housed in Scott specialty binders with slipcases; also 
features material in archival display pages. Neat, clean, 
and well organized. S.B. 500.00

LEBANON

409 / Lebanon collection from 1924 to mid-1970s in a clean 
Scott Specialty album. Thousands of mixed mint and 
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir 
sheets nicely mounted in black mounts. Unusual country 
to see almost complete to the 1970s. Do not let this one 
get away. S.B. 800.00

LITHUANIA

410 / Lithuanian Riches. Five-volume mint collection of 
singles, sets, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, and 
booklets, 1992-2018 NH, F-VF. Almost complete for the 
time period, with specialized items and private creations 
included. Mounted on Scott specialty pages or quadrilled 
pages and housed in specialty binders with slipcases. Also, 
features material in archival display pages. Thorough, 
comprehensive presentation. S.B. 550.00

MEMEL

411 / Memel extensive stock in a stockbook in a medium 
box. Involves several thousand stamps neatly lined up and 
arranged by NH, OG, and used. Super for Michel varieties 
and cancels. Great for searching or set up for easy resale. 
Abundant scans indicate the magnitude of this lot.  
  Cat. 14600.00

MEXICO

412 / An outstanding collection in a Scott specialized album 
with many of the more difficult items. The first three 
pages are moderately populated, then quickly picks up 
momentom, becoming largely compltete to 1978. Strong 
back of the book and condition is much better than usually 
encountered. S.B. 2700.00

MONGOLIA

413  Mint never hinged accumulation mostly from the 1970s 
to mid-1990s. The movies and television, Olympics, plus 
political and other personalities populate this group. You 
will have an enjoyable time looking through these.  
  S.B. 300.00

NETHERLANDS

414 / Got Dutch!  Netherlands selection from 1852 to the 
1980s in one carton. Comprises thousands and thousands 
of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of duplica-
tion in a Lindner hingeless album and slipcase, three filled 
stockbooks, stock pages, and glassines. Wonderful for 
searching for cancellations and varieties. An intriguing 
holding. S.B. 300.00
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NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES

415 / Netherlands and colonies collection in a clean Minkus 
album from 1850s to 1965. Involves hundreds and hun-
dreds of mostly mint but also, some used in full, partial 
sets and singles. Includes Antilles, East Indies, Curacaos, 
New Guinea, Surinam, and Indonesia. Nice collection 
ready to go home with you. S.B. 500.00

NRE CALEDONIA

416 / Nifty New Caledonia collection from 1892 to 1978 in a 
clean Scott Specialty album. Involves hundreds and hun-
dreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets 
and singles carefully mounted in black mounts. Appears 
to be mint from 1905 to end. Ready for completion and 
continuation. S.B. 700.00

NEWFOUNDLAND

417 / Great beginners collection of about 150 different 
mounted on clean Harris pages. Essentially all mint and 
very fresh throughout. Nineteenth century material appears 
impressive, but you can be the judge. Cat. 3280.00

418 / Mixed mint and used collection starting in 1880. Largely 
complete, less the airmails, in mounts, on clean Scott 
specialty pages. Some other Canadian Province stamps 
thrown in. Easy to figure. S.B. 475.00

NEW GUINEA

419 / New Guinea old dealer inventory on #102 cards in 
medium box. Contains all mint sets except one airmail 
set (Scott C1-5). Involves multiples such as Mandated 
territory issues, selected denominations in blocks of four, 
six and eight and an inscription block of ten of Scott 04. 
Blocks appear NH. Likewise includes 1937 green 5d 
pair having re-entry and certificate. Entails owner’s 2022 
catalog of $1,575.00. All pages have been scanned.  
  S.B. 220.00

NEW ZEALAND

420 / About forty 102 size sales cards never offered for sale. 
Almost all 20th century with a couple before and a few 
after. All medium to better material with very little used. 
Set up for easy resale. Cat. 2570.00

421 // 1935-1968 semipostal, highly specialized group of 
mostly mint includes plate blocks, blocks, and mini sheets. 
A small selection of cancels and covers come along. This 
will be an interesting group to expand upon with both 
earlier issues and moderns. It is time for the New Zealand 
specialist to take up the challenge. S.B. 500.00

NICARAGUA

422  Mint never hinged collection on stock pages, in glassines 
and on dealer pages filling a carton. Many topics are 
covered including wildlife, royalty, Olympics, and more. 
A broad selection including souvenir sheets. S.B. 300.00

NORTH KOREA

423  Massive stock from the early issues to the 2010s. In-
cludes many thousands of NH sets, souvenir sheets and 
booklets. Everything is identified by Scott and/or Michel. 
Useful but not ridiculous duplication which would be good 
for lists or making collections. A turn key opportunity with 
a huge profit potential. S.B. 2200.00

NORWAY

424 / Collection of several hundred different to 2009 and 
almost all never hinged, neatly line up in a fat stock book. 
A clean and fresh group including souvenir sheets and 
booklets. Cat. 4270.00

425 / Mounted collection of several hundred in a clean Scott 
specialty album with issues to the early 1990’s. Strong 
nineteenth century and good back of the book adds to this 
selection. Includes a few interesting covers.  
  Cat. 4000.00

426  An accumulation of booklets all F-VF or better. In-
cludes maybe a couple hundred identified in glassines. 
Good variety with some helpful duplication for a stock 
or lists. Cat. 3170.00

427 / About forty-five 102 size sales cards never offered 
for sale evenly divided between mint and used. All are 
medium to better with little duplication. Set up for easy 
resale. Cat. 2750.00

4
428 / Collection in a clean Stender hingless album with issues 

to 1990. Includes maybe a couple hundred different with 
most of the interest from the Arms issues of the 1860’s 
and the Posthorns to the 1920’s. suitable for expansion.  
  S.B. 300.00

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

429 / Collection/assortment from 1985-2021 in one carton. 
Involves hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in 
full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Encompasses 
a Lindner hingeless album, two stockbooks to 2013-15 
having mint sets and three year books. Very clean and 
attractive from a seldom seen country in this depth. 
  S.B. 250.00

POLAND

430 / Collection from 1850 to mid-1980s in a medium carton. 
Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, par-
tial sets, singles and souvenir sheets in two clean Scott 
Specialty albums. Includes a used Scott #1. Mostly mint 
having much NH. Good foundation for constructing a nice 
collection. S.B. 500.00
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PORTUGAL

431 / A well-filled Scott Specialty album running to 1992, 
starting mostly used, mixed mint and used to the 1950’s, 
then generally all mint.  Regular issues, airs, dues, and 
franchise stamps are all present in generally nice condi-
tion, all in mounts with much never hinged. Of particular 
note are the apparently complete souvenir sheets.  A great 
collection for a solid dealer stock or for a collector looking 
to fill the few remaining empty holes.  See the photos for 
a taste of this one. S.B. 1100.00

432 / Very clean, well cared for collection in five KaBe 
hingeless albums from the 1860’s to around 2002 in one 
carton. Includes some nice sets with  premium types, well 
organized Ceres, also, good s/s, 586a, 594a, 602a, 657a, 
667a, 970a, ++, appears MNH. Some modern Madeira and 
Azores along for the ride in an additional mostly hingeless 
KaBe album. S.B. 950.00

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

433 / A selection of seventeen different colonies collected as 
basic stamps so good possibilities for paper and perfora-
tion varieties. Lots of Ceres issues throughout continuing 
to the 1970s. Great collection to continue and remounting 
in a new album will do wonders. S.B. 800.00

REUNION

434 / A well populated collection mounted on homemade 
pages continuing to the 1960s. An attractive group of 
quality items with mint stamps being fresh. Remounting 
on new album pages would do wonders. S.B. 700.00

RUSSIA

435 / Remarkable Russia mostly complete clean collection 
from 1857 to 2019 in three cartons. Incorporates thou-
sands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in 
full, some partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely 
presented in black mounts in seven Scott Specialty albums 
and slipcases. Contains many mid level and better sets that 
are difficult to find. Highlights entail used Scott #1 and 
39 with certificate. Also, encompasses collector’s extras 
in a stockbook containing stamps and a counter book of 
mint and CTO souvenir sheets having useful duplication. 
Check out the copious photos. If you specialize in this 
area, we especially recommend. S.B. 3750.00

436 / Collection in seven Minkus albums with slip cases hav-
ing a strong beginning starting with #5. The early period is 
followed by a very complete mostly mint Soviet period to 
2002. There are many never hinged sets plus an occasional 
sheet. A great collection to continue and build upon.  
  S.B. 2600.00

437 / Ravishing Russia collection from 1857 to 1991 in 
three clean Scott Specialty albums in a carton. Includes 
thousands and thousands of mixed mint stamps and used 
stamps in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets 
neatly mounted in black mounts. Has many interesting 
issues for the Russian philatelic fan. Let this collection 
invade some space on your shelf. S.B. 2100.00

438 / Wonderful collection to the mid-1960s that is wanting 
completion. Strong in the early years, with later years 
needing some attention, this can become the perfect col-
lectors collection. Airmails and better sets make this a 
selection to pursue. Owners catalog around $7,500. 
  S.B. 1000.00

439 / Russia collection in two Scott Specialty albums from 
1858 to 1969 in a medium box. Involves thousands and 
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial 
sets, and singles and BOB. Nice collector’s collection 
waiting to find a new home. Check out the copious 
scans. S.B. 800.00

440 / Two volume Minkus collection running to about 1980.  
Mostly used (or CTO) in nice condition and substantially 
complete with a number of better items and sets.  The 
photos tell only part of the story so take a studious look.  
A lot worthy of your attention. S.B. 800.00

SAAR

441 / Stockbooks, mint sheet files and a binder with many 
better values and sets. Good group for the specialist to 
look through. S.B. 650.00

SAN MARINO

442 / Early nineteenth century San Marino with owners 
catalog value at $5200. Images are for all items. Nice 
group for the classics collector. Well worth your time to 
view. S.B. 350.00

SEYCHELLES

443 / Seychelles complete collection from 1890 to 1976 on 
Scott pages in a small box. Contains mostly mint stamps 
having only five used and lots of NH neatly mounted in 
black mounts. An unusual British colony well worth your 
attention and bid.  Cat. 2650.00

444 / Collection from 1953-2009. Hundreds of what appears 
all mint NH stamps (after spot checking) on hingeless 
ninety-seven pages in a binder consisting of full sets, 
singles and souvenir sheets. Clean collection. Interesting 
fact; This country only issued an additional fifteen stamps 
from 2010-2020. S.B. 250.00

SPAIN

445 / A lovely collection in a pair of well-filled Scott Specialty 
binders with stamps to 1992. Mixed condition earlies 
with many higher catalog items. Turns F-VF around the 
1920’s with mint becoming predominant and then almost 
exclusively mint from the 1960’s to the end. Regular is-
sues, semi’s, airs and other back of the book are present 
as well as a decent Spanish Andorra group. An intriguing 
collection with a number of tough to find stamps.  Owner’s 
catalog value exceeds $13,500. S.B. 2000.00

446  Wholesale quantities of never hinged sets all F-VF or 
better, great for the internet. Huge catalog total. Well worth 
your time to view. S.B. 300.00
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ST PIERRE AND MIQUELON

447 / Super St. Pierre and Miquelon collection from 1885 to 
1989 in a clean Scott Specialty album. Hundreds of mixed 
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles care-
fully mounted in black mounts. A most desirable collection 
from a popular French colony. S.B. 400.00

SWEDEN

448  Color, Clarity, Culture. One pizza box filled with hun-
dreds of contemporary mint Swedish booklets, mainly 
1990s and later. Wide variety with varying degrees of 
duplication, F-VF, NH, clean, semi-organized. Perfect for 
spicing up a twentieth and twenty-first century Scandina-
vian collection and a great philatelic overview of modern-
day Sweden and its accomplishments and concerns.  
  S.B. 300.00

449 / Sweden collection in a Scott Specialty album from 
1855-1997. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and 
used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and booklet panes. 
Terrific bread and butter collection. S.B. 250.00

SWITZERLAND

450 / Fascinating Swiss Soldier Mail selection in one carton. 
Involves roughly 4,600 of mostly mint stamps but also, 
some used in full, partial sets, singles and about 120 
souvenir sheets having plenty of beneficial duplication. 
Includes two Swiss produced period Muller albums, three 
stockbooks, one binder (mostly souvenir sheets), stock, 
album pages, folders, a large envelope, and a small box. 
A nice holding not often seen in this quantity.  
  S.B. 650.00

451 // Swiss Soldier Mail offering in one carton. Encompasses 
around 2,700+ mostly mint stamps in full, partial sets, 
and singles having some enjoyable duplication in seven 
Swiss produced period albums (Locher, Spiez) and four 
stockbooks. Five of the albums are empty but also are like 
new and two have contents. Likewise includes over forty 
covers. A super lot for the enthusiast. S.B. 500.00

452 / Collection in a Scott specialty album to 2000. Used turn-
ing to mint original gum in late 1930s then never hinged 
in the 1940s. Semipostals becomes mint never hinged in 
mid-1920s. Strong airmails and officials. S.B. 500.00

453 / Mostly used collection on Scott specialty pages to the 
early 1990’s. A second collection mounted on KA-BE 
pages to the late 1930’s brings the total catalog value to 
over $7,000. Included are three small boxes of duplicates 
in glassines. A useful selection for dealer or collector.  
  S.B. 450.00

454 FDC All mint collection of a few hundred different mounted 
in a Scott specialty album 1862-1973 plus about 150 
FDC’s. Lightly populated in the early years but picks up 
as time progresses (see images). The back of the book is 
strong and everything is very clean (stamps, covers and 
album). A wonderful opportunity to beginning a collec-
tion. S.B. 375.00

URUGUAY

455 / A great beginner selection with strong earlies and good 
start in back of the book. Collection continues to the 1990s 
with mini sheets and souvenir sheets. S.B. 500.00

VATICAN CITY

456 / Mostly complete collection from 1929 to 2013 in one 
carton from the Red Bird estate. Contains thousands of 
mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets 
nicely mounted in five White Ace albums and slipcases. 
Highlights include Scott #35-40, C16-17, C18-19 and 
C20-21. A nice desirable collection. S.B. 550.00

 457 / Wonderful group arranged on 102 size 
sales cards but never offered for sale. Around thirty-five 
cards with better sets included. Set up for easy resale. 

S.B. 375.00
458  Scott specialty album to 2001. Mix of never hinged and 

original gum early, then all never hinged. Essentially 
complete, less the surcharge set and the better airmails . 
  S.B. 325.00

VENEZUELA

459 / Vivacious Venezuela collection from 1859 to 1978 in 
a clean Scott Specialty album. Incorporates thousands 
and thousands of mainly mint but also some used stamps 
in full, partial sets, and singles neatly mounted in black 
mounts. Encompasses Coat of Arms issues complete. A 
lovely collection for the specialist from an “in the news” 
country. S.B. 1050.00

COVERS

UNITED STATES

460  (10A) tied on a folded letter by a black grid cancel and a 
red New Orleans cds. Alongside. The stamp is four margin 
just clearing or just touching all around. The letter is about 
solicitating cotton.  Everything is bright and fresh.  
  S.B. 240.00

461  (14L2) on cover along with a #11tied by a Street Road 
Pa. cds. Clean neat little cover. S.B. 100.00

 462  (15L13) acid tied along 
with 11A tied by blue Philadelphia cds with Crowe cert. 
wax seal stain o/w F-VF  
  S.B. 425.00

463  (27) United States cover canceled in San Francisco on 
August 4th.  Also, a pink “paid all” cancel dated August 
4th. Mailed to Hong Kong, China and backstamped there 
on September 5, 1869. Soiling and tear to bottom left 
edge. S.B. 60.00

464  (59L6) tied on local usage cover by a magenta “X” cancel. 
Repairs and missing back flap. With PF cert S.B. 100.00

465  (62B) tied on cover to California by black target cancel 
soiling and edge wear with APS and Crowe certs. Fine  
  S.B. 1000.00
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466  (116) United States cover cancelled in Troy, New York 
and mailed to Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Germany.  
  S.B. 50.00

467  (C18) cacheted FDC cancelled in New York. Slightly 
toned. S.B. 50.00

468  (01) United States tied to cover by a red cancel having 
also an Eastern Railroad circle dated cancel of July 27th. 
Letter inside is dated July 26, 1850. Mailed to Fall River, 
Massachusetts. S.B. 100.00

469  (01) United States tied to cover by two partial circle dated 
cancels. A separate circle dated cancel having October 9th 
appearing to be 1850. Mailed to Brook Ville, Montgomery 
County, Maryland. S.B. 100.00

470  (014) United States tied to folded letter cover by a black 
circle cancel June 1 in New Orleans. Inside letter dated 
1856 and mailed to Vera Cruz. Mexico. S.B. 50.00

471  Orville Wright autograph on a 1928 cacheted Interna-
tional Civil Aeronautics Conference FDC. Never been on 
the philatelic market until now. S.B. 200.00

472  Graf Zeppelin South America First Flight cacheted 
cover having a C15 mailed and then canceled in Lakehurst 
on May 31, 1930.  Mailed to Milwaukee and canceled 
there on April 22.  Sent by “Uncle Herman” to addressee. 
Old mount marks remains on reverse on all four corners 
from an original holding which has never been on the 
philatelic market. S.B. 200.00

473  Three cent Bank Note tied by Philadelphia cds. on a 
corner advertising cover. Slit open at right S.B. 50.00

474 FDC United States very clean accumulation roughly from 
1989 to 2012 in two of our largest cartons. Around 2,000 
Collins hand painted FDCs having profitable duplication 
from an original collector’s holding. Already sleeved and 
ready to rock and roll. S.B. 3000.00

475 FDC United States clean selection roughly from 1987 to 2003 
in one of our largest cartons. Over 1,000 hand painted 
FDCs and some mainly large event covers having inter-
esting duplication from an original collector’s holding.  
About 50% are Bevil and the other 50% are Pugh, HAM, 
Geerling, and miscellaneous other artists.  Mostly sleeved 
and ready to add to your collection or to sell.  
  S.B. 1700.00

476 FDC Totally amazing United States Founding of Detroit 1951 
FDC selection in a binder in medium box. Consists of 
fifteen FDCs including Dorothy Knapp and W. N. Wright 
hand painted. Likewise involves three cents Landing of 
Cadillac die proof on wove paper die sunk on card.  
  S.B. 1000.00

477  Totally awesome Florida stampless cover selection from 
1821 to 1863 in a medium box. Involves thirty-six covers 
including territorial and statehood nicely annotated hav-
ing all the pertinent information on each cover. Cancels 
includes St. Augustine, Quincy, Tallahassee, St. Joseph, 
Key West, and Apalachicola. One of the nicest selections 
of Florida stampless that we have handled in quite some 
time. All covers have been scanned both front and back. 
  S.B. 750.00

478 /FDC Four cartons of United States ecstasy from the 1930s 
to the 1980s.  Approximately 3,000 FDCs both cacheted 
and uncacheted having variety. If you are a maker and 
shaker in the FDC market, check it out. S.B. 450.00

479  United States accumulation from the 1840s to 1990s in 
a medium carton. Around 450 commercial, event covers, 
postal stationery, and postcards. Includes an assortment of 
stampless mainly from New York State cities and towns 
especially Albany, some WW II Patriotic, and Civil War 
unused Patriotic covers.  An eclectic lot varying in condi-
tion; so well worth a careful look. S.B. 450.00

480 /FDC United States clean selection from the late 1930s to the 
2000s in nine cartons. Over 3,000 FDCs and some event 
covers having good variety. Also includes subscription 
items including some UN. From an original collector’s 
holding. Spotted a few hand painted sprinkled throughout. 
Worthy of a bid. S.B. 400.00

481 /FDC United States tremendous New York World’s Fair 1939-
1940 selection in one carton. Roughly 1,000 event covers 
and postcards in four binders and loose pages. Divided 
by Railroad Day, Railroad Events, Transportation/Meters, 
and Closing Day October 27, 1940. Includes some fasci-
nating ephemera too. An unusual offering which would 
take years and years to assemble in today’s philatelic 
market. Don’t let this one slip away. S.B. 400.00

482  Well over a thousand covers postmarked late nineteenth 
to early twentieth century. Many areas of the country are 
well represented including New England, Upper Midwest, 
Florida, and California. Town cancels, advertising and 
early machine cancels add to the interest of this group. 
Cover collectors will enjoy the time they spend looking 
through these. S.B. 400.00

483 /FDC United States assortment roughly from the late 1930s 
to the 1990s in six cartons. Approximately 2,350 FDC 
and Event cover thematic collection organized in twenty 
binders from an original collector’s holding. Includes 
Love, Native American, Baseball, States, American Flag, 
Presidents, Columbians etc. Spotted some hand painted 
sprinkled throughout. Offered to tempt you. S.B. 350.00

484 /FDC United States and United Nations massive accumula-
tion roughly from the 1950s to 2021 in thirteen cartons. 
Untold thousands and thousands of very common FDCs, 
commercial, event covers, some naval, military etc. that 
were originally all in 150 binders but have been con-
densed. Many covers are addressed to the original owner. 
Most are on their pages and bundled into groups. Also 
includes useful modern unused postal stationery. Could 
be a few hidden gems for the diligent searcher.  
  S.B. 350.00

485  United States old holding from the 1880s to the 1960s 
in eight cartons. Roughly over 4,000 mostly commercial 
covers, some uncacheted FDCs, postally used postal cards, 
and postcards. Many are cancelled or mailed to Keene, 
New Hampshire. Likewise includes a small smattering of 
worldwide coming along for the ride. Condition varies so, 
inspection recommended. S.B. 325.00

486  Old school first day cover collection of hundreds 
extending to around 1990.  Includes a couple 834 FDCs, 
National Parks, Famous Americans in blocks, and other 
moderately better.  Also spotted a few hand painted and a 
bunch of “Chicagoland First Day Cover Society” cachets.  
Well worth a look. S.B. 300.00

487  United States assortment from 1848 to 1978 in a medium 
box. Around 160 commercial covers and postal stationery. 
Includes interesting advertising, markings, postage dues, 
and destinations. Worth the few minutes needed for thor-
ough viewing. S.B. 290.00
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488  United States selection from 1853-60 in a medium box. 
Incorporates twenty-three covers nicely annotated and 
mounted on quadrille pages in a binder. Conditions varies. 
From an old holding just now coming onto the philatelic 
market. All covers have been scanned. S.B. 250.00

489  United States accumulation from the late 19th Century 
to the 1980s in a medium box. Over 700 mainly com-
mercial covers and postal stationery. Variety of states and 
cancellations. Includes some Western Illinois and Eastern 
Iowa. Conditions will vary so analysis is recommended. 
  S.B. 250.00

490  United States Civil War Patriotic cover accumulation 
in a small box. A dozen covers of which 75% are unused 
and 25% postally used. Cancellations consists of Camp 
Dennison, Miamiville PO, Ohio (current population of 
205) and Independence Missouri. Nice selection from a 
popular collecting area. S.B. 240.00

491  United States assortment from 1861-68 in a medium box. 
Comprises eight covers nicely annotated and mounted on 
quadrille pages. Variety of destinations. Comes from an 
old holding. All covers have been scanned. S.B. 220.00

492  United States selection from 1890 to 1938 in a small 
box. Owner’s count of thirty-nine “Special Delivery” 
from a prominent Chicago collector. Housed in a binder. 
Involves E1, 2, 4, 10, 6A, 10A etc. Attentive viewing is 
recommended. S.B. 200.00

493 FDC United States Duck assortment roughly from 1991 to 
2006 in one carton. Involves around twenty-five FDC 
folders, ten FDC cards having several with hand stitched 
cachets, and seven signed prints by the stamp designer. 
The collector adored ducks, now he wants to pass them 
on to the next generation of collectors. S.B. 200.00

494  United States postal history accumulation from 
1846//2000 in one medium box. Around 250 commercial 
covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Offers many 
auxiliary markings of return to sender, forward, refused 
by addressee, insured, certified, return for postage, postage 
due, ship mail etc. The majority are from the early 1900s 
to the 1970s having some on annotated pages. A super lot 
for the cover aficionado. S.B. 200.00

495  United States assortment from 1863-69 in a medium box. 
Includes twenty-one covers nicely annotated and mounted 
on quadrille pages. All covers have been scanned for your 
viewing pleasure. S.B. 200.00

496  United States APO’s in Iceland.  Collection of 64 mostly 
WWII era covers mailed from military posts in and out of 
this country.  Also includes a few British Forces items.  
  S.B. 200.00

497  United States selection from 1860-61 in a small box. 
Consists of five Scott #25 on cover. Cancels entails 
Kenosha, Racine, Janesville, Milwaukee, WI and Boston. 
Conditions will vary. S.B. 200.00

498  United States assortment from 1861-69 in a medium 
box. Encompasses seven covers all having Scott #27 nicely 
annotated and mounted on quadrille pages. Destinations 
includes Acapulco, Mexico, Belleville, Waterloo County 
Canada, France, and Germany. All covers have been 
scanned. S.B. 190.00

499  United States selection mainly from the 1930s to the 
1950s in a medium box. Over one hundred commercial 
covers and postal stationery having many mailed to Ger-
many.  Already sleeved and priced and ready to sell at a 
percentage. S.B. 170.00

500  United States assortment from 1867-69 in a medium 
box. Includes fifteen covers nicely annotated and mounted 
on quadrille pages in a binder. Conditions vary, having 
some in rough shape. All covers have been scanned.  
  S.B. 120.00

501  United States accumulation in eight cartons. Consists of 
thousands and thousands of mainly unused postal statio-
nery, postal cards, and aerograms roughly to twenty-nine 
cents. Post Office fresh as the accumulator was a postal 
employee.  Includes Official Mail and Non-Profit too. 
Coming along for the ride is a selection of postal history 
covers and some postcards from the early 1900s to the 
1940s. If you need envelopes for mailing this lot is just 
up your alley. S.B. 120.00

502 /FDC United States accumulation in four cartons. Two cartons 
are filled having unused postal stationery mainly from the 
1980s, one carton has subscription FDCs from the 1980s, 
and the final carton has a mixture of FDCs and two bind-
ers of postally used and unused mostly older worldwide 
postal stationery from the late 19th Century to the 20th 
Century that were sold through a promotional company. 
Needs an eclectic buyer. S.B. 100.00

503 /FDC An original clean United States WW II postal history 
and FDCs from 1942-1949 in an album and slipcase. 
Around 110 different covers consisting of 30% family 
correspondence from the sender who was in the Navy and 
70% cacheted FDCs. First time on the philatelic market 
and mailed mostly to Milwaukee. Aficionados of WW II 
postal history will enjoy. Unusual to find still intact.  
  S.B. 55.00

CONFEDERATE STATES

504  (7) vertical pair, margin just cuts in at top o/w full, top 
stamp with “Blind Eye” variety tied by Jul 14 1862 Rich-
mond cds. (EKU Jul 13) with PSE cert. toning and typical 
age wear. S.B. 120.00

CANAL ZONE

505  Panama Canal Zone large cover canceled on May 7, 
1919. First Trip Submarine Mail USS C-3 (Baltimore) 
Atlantic-Pacific. From the Victory Loan Committee. 
Cover has tear to bottom edge, small ones to top edge, 
severe vertical folds through cancel, soiling and opened 
at seams. Still historical cover from an original holding 
which is just now coming onto the marketplace.  
  S.B. 50.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN

506  Early to modern covers including Liechtenstein, Swit-
zerland, British colonies, and U.S. in one carton. Great 
covers ready for the collector or the marketplace. Take a 
close look and you will be pleased with what you see. 

S.B. 800.00
507 /FDC Attention cover buyers! Ten banker boxes of United 

States and worldwide accumulation as received. Roughly 
5,000+ commercial, event covers, FDCs, postal stationery, 
and postcards from various regions of the globe from the 
late 19th Century but concentration from the mid-20th 
Century to end. Who knows what lurks hidden in this 
assortment? Worth checking out. S.B. 500.00
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508  United States and Germany accumulation in one car-
ton. Owner’s count of 1,025+ sleeved and priced covers 
consisting of ½ United States identified APOs from the 
Pacific, Europe, Asia etc. The other ½ are Germany Post 
WW II Zones. Good variety ready to sell at a percentage 
of the marked price. S.B. 500.00

509 /FDC An original collector’s selection of about one hun-
dred United States and worldwide FDCs, event, and 
commercial covers from 1837 to the 1950s in a medium 
box. Majority are United States but does include some 
fascinating worldwide. Readily saleable. S.B. 400.00

510  An original clean United States and worldwide mainly 
cacheted first flight holding from 1915//1943 having 
most from the late 1920s in an album and slipcase. Around 
100 covers including US C13 postcard. Around the World 
flight German airship LZ1271931, plane crash Washing-
ton State, and 1915 Aeroplane Station, Milwaukee cancel 
postcard. First time on the philatelic market and mailed 
mainly to the person in Milwaukee. Unusual to find still 
intact. S.B. 400.00

511 /FDC Massive United States and worldwide selection from 
the late 19th Century to the 1990s in twenty-one cartons. 
Untold thousands and thousands of FDCs, Event, com-
mercial covers, postally used and unused postal stationery, 
postcards, and subscription items. Spotted some Boy and 
Girl Scout covers. Could be good stock for a dollar table. 
Offered appropriately. S.B. 350.00

512 /FDC An original collector’s assortment from the 1880s to 
the mid-1960s in one carton. Approximately 750 United 
States and worldwide FDCs and commercial covers 
mainly on pages in file folders, and two binders. While 
there is a preponderance of Vatican and Israel (spotted 
a few forerunners) material, also saw some fascinating 
Japan and Western Europe. Worth exploring. 
  S.B. 350.00

513 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation from the 
late 19th Century to the early 2000s in three cartons 
from the Sparta estate. Roughly 1000 FDCs, commercial 
covers, and postal stationery having the majority from 
Scandinavia since this was the collector’s passion.  
  S.B. 350.00

514 /FDC United States and some worldwide accumulation in 
four of our largest cartons and one smaller one roughly 
from the 1980s to mid-2000s.  Approximately over 6,000 
mainly US uncacheted, cacheted FDCs, event covers, 
golden replicas, and subscription items. Includes several 
interesting worldwide first flights from 1938-1940. Photos 
show what you are bidding on. S.B. 300.00

515  Six banker’s boxes of covers thrown in willy-nilly (or 
helter-skelter, your choice).  First days, events, flights, 
and just plain mail are all here.  Probably more U.S. than 
foreign.  A worthy addition to any dollar table.  
  S.B. 300.00

516  United States and worldwide accumulation from the 
1880s to the 1990s in one carton. Owner’s count of 520 
commercials, event covers, and postal stationery. Roughly 
1/3 is United States having some advertising and Prex-
ies with most annotated in sleeves. 1/3 are from Austria 
mainly 1930s to 1940s and the remaining 1/3 are basically 
WW I and a few WW II US, British, and German field 
post.  Useful postal history. S.B. 250.00

517 /FDC United States, worldwide, and United Nations accumu-
lation from the 1930s to the 1990s in four cartons. Around 
3,500 FDCs, commercial covers, postal stationery, and 
postcards running the range from common to interesting. 
Candidates for a fifty cents table. S.B. 200.00

518 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation in five 
cartons. Thousands of common FDCs, event, commercial 
covers, and postal stationeryy from the early 1900s but 
concentration from the mid-20th Century to 1990s.   
  S.B. 200.00

519 /FDC United States and worldwide selection from 1869 
to 2000 in a medium box. Approximately 200 FDCs, 
commercial covers and lots of postcards. Spotted cards 
from French colonies and US 1915 Pan Pac Exposition. 
Scrutiny is necessary. S.B. 170.00

GENERAL FOREIGN

520  Worldwide selection from the 1850s to the 1950s 
in medium box. Roughly 225 commercial covers and 
postal stationery sleeved, priced and ready to sell at a 
percentage. Includes Great Britain and colonies including 
Canada, some Western and Eastern Europe etc. Entails 
some United States which migrated into this lot. Viewing 
recommended especially if you like postal history.  
  S.B. 2300.00

521  Worldwide assortment mainly concentrated from the 
1940s to 1960s in a file drawer. Nearly 600 commercial 
covers, postal stationery, and some postcards already 
identified, sleeved and priced. Roughly 50% are from 
Argentina, 20% from Greece, 15% from France and 15% 
miscellaneous. Ready to sell at a percentage. Might be 
what you have been waiting for. S.B. 500.00

TOPICALS

522 FDC Europa aggregation mainly from the 1959 to the 1985 in 
a file drawer. About 250 clean FDCs having some useful 
duplication already sleeved and priced. Ready to sell at a 
percentage. Popular topical. S.B. 120.00

BALTIC

523  Baltic Postal History. Over 100 covers from various 
periods in the history of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, 
late nineteenth century to 2011. Strongest in the presence 
of Lithuanian material. Includes commercial mail, postal 
stationery, postcards, maximum cards, FDCs, and aero-
grams. About 20% pre-1991 and 80% post-1991. Excel-
lent condition. Carefully organized by date and philatelic 
importance. Housed in three upscale cover albums with 
slipcases. Neat older Baltic items and a great opportunity 
to acquire late twentieth-century stamps postally used on 
cover. S.B. 150.00

AUSTRIA

524  Forty Austria postal cards and postcards from 1881-
1916 in a small box.  About 45% are military WW I 
cancelled postcards mailed to Bohemia. S.B. 120.00
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BURMA

525  Five Burma Japanese WW II covers. Nicely annotated 
with pertinent information as these covers are all “fake.” 
Nice addition to any collection as reference material.  
  S.B. 50.00

CANADA

526 /FDC Canada specialized collections including aerogrammes 
and air letters, packs of FDC or Topical, Expo ’67, The-
matic International Exhibition Cards, Capex, International 
Reply coupons, 1976 Olympics envelopes, souvenir cards, 
and two larger binders of postal stationery and covers. 
Check out the copious photos. S.B. 200.00

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA

527  Totally outstanding, recently unearthed, mostly early 
People’s Republic of China accumulation direct out of 
the PRC in a Godly Vegetarian Ltd. Shanghai large tin in 
a medium box. Roughly sixty commercial covers from 
the early to mid-1950s appearing mainly from a business 
(Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation Shanghai?) 
Many unusual frankings will be present. Also contains 
some ROC items from the mid-1940s which were found 
with this holding. All covers in this lot have been scanned 
both their fronts and backs. Exceptional material through-
out gives this considerable distinction. S.B. 13000.00

FRANCE

528  Two France Ballon Monte covers one cancelled on 
December 28, 1870 and mailed to Montreux, Switzerland 
and the other cancelled on November 22 and mailed to 
Lausanne. S.B. 200.00

529  Two France interesting items consisting of a Ballon 
Monte cover cancelled on December 2, 1870 and mailed 
to Breslau, Prussia and according to the accompanying 
information, a 1871 document dispatched from Jules 
Simon, vice-president of the government and sent pigeon 
post which was attached to the bird’s tail feathers.  
  S.B. 120.00

530  Over a thousand covers from 1496 to 1950 including 
stampless, the revolutionary period (1793-1805), Occu-
pied countries during the Napoleonic Era and more ending 
with historic postcards. Auxiliary marking types abound 
with rate cancels, supplemental markings, out going 
markings, cross-border entry markings, Trans-Atlantic, 
railway, exchange, postal express, carrier, postage due, 
rural supplemental, and French troop mailings. Informa-
tion on the postal history of France is noted throughout. 
This lot is for the specialist who enjoys digging into French 
philatelic history. Nearly ready to form an exhibit.  
  S.B. 5000.00

GERMANY

531  (MC1) Three Germany military mail feldpost covers 
cancelled in 1942-43. Includes scarce two stamps on one 
cover. S.B. 36.00

532  Germany cacheted Graf Zeppelin South America First 
Flight cancelled in Berlin on June 23, 1934. Mailed to 
Pernambuco, Brazil with one C43 and backstamped on 
June 26. S.B. 90.00

533  An original collector’s awesome Germany inflation 
1920-1923 collection in two cartons. The collector’s 
accurate count of 157 covers, 80 postal cards, and 366 
stamps nicely annotated and arranged on pages in six 
binders. Eighty-nine of the covers or postcards and 318 
of the stamps have been expertized by German Philatelic 
Society as “genuine.” (total of 417 items). Well worth 
careful viewing by the specialist. Do not let this one slip 
away. S.B. 750.00

534  Germany mainly WW II Feldpost assortment in a 
medium box. Roughly 450 covers in already in sleeves 
offering a cornucopia of military postal history. Also 
includes some WW I military cancelled covers, postal 
cards, and postcards. A super lot for the specialist. 
  S.B. 700.00

535  Germany assortment of fourteen Graf Zeppelin 
cacheted flight covers from 1928-1936 in a medium 
box. Some flights consist of 1929 to Alexandria, Egypt, 
1931 to Cottbus, 1934 to Brazil, 1928, 1936 to New York, 
1930 to Copenhagen, Munich and 1931 to Hoboken, New 
Jersey. Several covers have small tears.  All covers have 
been scanned. S.B. 450.00

536  Nine Zeppelin first flight covers from 1928 to 1939 in a 
small box Consists of eight from Germany and one from 
the United States. All to various destinations. Condition 
varies. All covers have been scanned. S.B. 120.00

GREAT BRITAIN

537  Perfect Perfins. Intriguing six-volume examination of 
the use of perfins on commercial mail in Great Britain. 
Provides explanation and examples from various dates and 
localities, late nineteenth century to the post-WWII period. 
Illustrates use by government and administrative units as 
well as by private commercial enterprises, charities, and 
benevolent societies. Also contains a one-volume analysis 
of postal documents and perfins related to Frederick Huth 
and Company, founded in London in 1809. Includes in-
bound and outbound mail, with several stampless covers, 
1820s to 1920s. Most items are identified and explained, 
and the consignor provides relevant reference material. 
All seven volumes feature numerous examples of perfins 
off cover. The entire lot is F-VF and housed in expensive 
albums with slipcases. Lively, approachable collection, 
with a clear focus. S.B. 400.00

INDIA

538  India First Flight cacheted cover cancelled on April 
3, 1931, in Rangoon. Back stamped March 25 and April 
8 in Calcutta. Stamped “Held up till 1st April, Owing 
to unforeseen circumstances.” Autographed by the two 
American flyers Ross Hadley and John Platt S.B. 50.00

539  First flight from Allahabad repairs and stamp faded  
  S.B. 50.00
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ISRAEL

540  Eleven covers of which ten are forerunners. A clean 
and interesting group for the Israel specialist. All covers 
have been scanned. S.B. 100.00

MEXICO

541  Mexico Civil War Era cover cancelled in Magdalena, 
Sonora on July 23, 1913. Appears mailed locally having 
Chinese writing on left side. S.B. 40.00

POSTCARDS

                                  Lots 542-545 are The Miscellaneous Art Series—Sam-
uel L. Schmucker. Premium postcards. Outstanding 
in their graceful, at times, playful design and refined 
use of color. The most sought-after cards from Detroit 
Publishing Company. Very hard to find in complete 
sets and seldom offered as such. Complete sets run as 
high as $600; individual cards go for $35.00-$150.00 
each, depending on rarity. The sets listed below are 
complete.  A few have writing, went through the mail, 
or have minimal imperfections or damage.

542  MA 3. The Happy Childhood Set is complete, with all 
six cards and the original envelope. All cards are in near 
mint to mint condition. No staining, discoloration, writ-
ing, or damage of any sort. Recent offerings at auction 
for complete sets (without envelopes) brought prices 
between $500 and $600. Photos show the front and back 
of all cards. S.B. 500.00

543  MA 1 and MA 2. The Smoke Set (MA 1) consists of six 
attractive cards; one card has some discoloration and 
writing on the back. Complete. The Drink Set (MA 2) is 
hugely popular; four of its six cards show faint to mild 
staining or discoloration on the back and, to a lesser extent, 
on the front. No writing on cards. Complete. Photos show 
the front and back of all cards. S.B. 400.00

544  MA 4 and MA 7. The Butterfly Girls Set (MA 4) has 
six cards. Complete as issued. Four cards are in near 
mint condition; one is annotated on the front; and one has 
writing on the front and back and also went through the 
mail. The Mermaid Set (MA 7) has six cards. Complete as 
issued. Two cards are in near mint condition; the remain-
ing four show damage, discoloration, and/or writing. One 
card is signed by Schmucker; one card has a plain back. 
Photos show the front and back of all cards. S.B. 400.00

545  MA 5. The Gnomes Set is possibly the most popular set 
in the Miscellaneous Art Series. All six cards are present. 
Used. Minor wear and tear. No writing on fronts; clear 
postal markings on backs. Photos show the front and back 
of all cards. S.B. 400.00

                             Lots 546-549 are Little Phostint Journeys. Exquisite, 
hard-to-find boxed sets of 40 all-different unused 
cards in near mint or mint condition. Famous for 
their sophisticated use of color, careful editing, and 
historical appeal. Created by the Detroit Publishing 
Company. All sets in appropriate, authentic self-wrap-
ping cartons or leather backed book like boxes, with 
identifying information. Mixed condition. Cards and 
boxes appear to be pre-WWI. The series was created 
to showcase the beauty, uniqueness, and customs of 
various regions and cultural institutions in the United 
States and nearby locations in Canada.

546  LPJ 6, LPJ 13, LPJ 28, and LPJ 35. Contains complete 
sets of Quaint New Orleans, Picturesque Colorado, The 
Land of Sunshine—California, The Quaker City, and 
miscellaneous. One hundred sixty all-different cards. 
Near-mint or mint condition. Housed in self-wrapping 
cartons. Some damage to cartons. Handle with care. 
  S.B. 450.00

547  LPJ 5, LPJ 9, LPJ 20, and LPJ 34. Contains complete 
sets of Historic Boston and Vicinity, Colonial Architec-
ture, Modern Boston, and Literary Landmarks of New 
England. One hundred sixty all-different cards. Near-mint 
or mint condition. LPJ 9 and LPJ 34 are in self-wrapping 
cartons; LPJ 5 and LPJ 20 are in leather-backed book-like 
boxes. Some damage to cartons and boxes. Handle with 
care. S.B. 400.00

548  LPJ 9, LPJ 10, LPJ 34, and LPJ B. Contains complete 
sets of Colonial Architecture, American Art Galleries, 
Literary Landmarks of New England, and Forty Paintings 
in Miniature. One hundred sixty all-different cards. Near-
mint or mint condition. Housed in self-wrapping cartons. 
Some damage to cartons. Handle with care. S.B. 400.00

549  LPJ 17, LPJ 21, and LPJ 46. Contains complete sets 
of The White Mountains of New Hampshire, The Adiron-
dacks, and Montreal and the Snows of the North. One 
hundred twenty all-different cards. Near-mint or mint 
condition. Housed in self-wrapping cartons. Some damage 
to cartons. Handle with care. Also includes a twelve-page 
booklet from 1912 describing all sets available at the time 
and one untitled empty wrapping carton. S.B. 300.00

UNITED STATES

550  Dealer lot of rare photochrom prints, early 1900s, 
Detroit Photographic Company. 3.5” x 7”. F-VF, with 
most in like-new condition. Some light edge and corner 
wear. Suitable for framing. Most issued later as Phostint 
cards. Duplication present. 8 Niagara Falls area, 10 Great 
Lakes ships, 7 Western scenes; 25 total pieces. Includes 
photocopied background information. S.B. 500.00

551  Early Private Mailing Cards from the Detroit Publish-
ing Company, 1898-1899. Seldom on offer. 8 “F” Series 
cards, 4 “G” Series cards, and 14 “1000” Series cards; 26 
total cards. Posted and unposted; some minor wear and 
tear, writing, and smudges. Most cards identified and 
housed in protective sleeves. Photocopied checklists with 
background information included. Photos show entire 
lot. S.B. 400.00
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552  Aloha from Hawaii.  Approximately nine hundred 
picture postcards from the Hawaiian Islands, early twen-
tieth century to 1960s. Most cards are from the pre-1940s 
period. Posted and unposted. Comprehensive in make up, 
featuring plenty of hula girls, male surfers, local residents 
and royalty, tourists, pineapples, beaches, harbors, and 
more. Includes Private Mailing Cards with divided and 
undivided backs, white border cards, linens, real photo 
postcards, chromes, etc. Large variety of cancels, auxiliary 
markings, and destinations. Mixed condition, with some 
wear and tear as well as minor damage. Great opportunity 
to acquire a ready-made specialty collection.  
  S.B. 400.00

553  13 unused, all different Columbian Exposition postal 
cards.  Includes 11 of the official Goldsmith cards and 2 
of the ‘unofficial’ Koehler cards.  All have been scanned 
for your perusal. S.B. 120.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN

554  United States and worldwide accumulation in one 
carton. Between 700-1,000 Golden Age, linen, and some 
chrome postcards. Spotted street scenes, buildings, greet-
ings, Thanksgiving, other holidays, people etc. as well 
as cards from Western Europe particularly Italy, A fun, 
sorting lot. S.B. 200.00

GERMANY

555  Germany assortment of twenty-six mainly unused WW 
I postcards in a small box. Includes Kaiser Wilhem, King 
Ludwig III of Bavaria and some Patriotic themes. Nice 
clean postcards. S.B. 50.00
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10%                   20%                   30%
I understand that bids increased will be reduced to conform to 

normal bidding intervals

Please limit my total purchases to:

$
(not including the Buyer’s Premium)

Note: Limits of less that $300 are 
respectfully declined

Charge my purchase to Visa              MasterCard

Account No:

Expiration Date:                 /

VNN No:
(Last 3 numbers on the back of the credit card)

Signed:
When paying by credit card the address on the bid sheet 
must be the same as it appears on your credit card statement.


